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17 Business Education 
18 Office Administration 
20 Educational Psychology 
21 Elementary and Middle Sch~I/Junior High 
22 Special Education 
23 Reading 
24 Educational Media 
25 Measurement and R-rch 
26 Social Foundations 
27 School Administration 
28 Teaching 
29 Student Personnel Servic• 
30 Safety Education 
31 Home Economics 
33 Industrial Technology 
35 Library Science 
37 Physical Education 
38 Physical Education, Man 
39 Physical E_ducation, Women 
40 Psychology 
. 45 Social Work 
50 Speech 
51· Speech Pathology 
52 Music 
53 Music, Organizations and Erumbl• 
54 Music, Applied 
57 Music Methods 
58 Music Theory 


















87 Earth Science 
88 Physics 
90 Social Science 
92 Economics 
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Scheduling and Registration P,ocedures 
NOTICE 




STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF ARE URGED TO READ THE 
INFORMATION CONTAINED ON PAGES 3 THROUGH 9. THESE PAGES 
CONTAIN INFORMATION IMPORTANT TO STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE 
SUMMER SESSION. ' 
STUDENTS SHOULD i<EEP THE COPY OF THE SCHEDULE BOOK SO IT WILL 
BE READILY AVAILABLE FOR REFERENCE DURING THE SUMMER 
SESSION. 
STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE AND RETAIN A COPY OF fHE SCHEDULE OF 
CLASSES FOR WHICH THEY REGISTER. A PRINTOUT OF EACH STUDENT'S 
SCHEDULE WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE THE FIRST . 
DAY OF CLASSES. 
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New students, both graduate and undergraduate, cannot register for 
classes until all requirements for admission to the University are 
met. 
After admission requirements are met, new graduate students will 
register in accordance with the procedure set out below for former 
students. 
After admission requirements are met. new undergraduate students 
will receive their registration materials in connection with the 
orientation program provided f6r such students. Further 
instructions for completing registration will be given during the 
orientation program. 
FORMER STUDENTS 
All students who plan to attend the Summer Session must file a 
notice of Intent to register. This notice must be filed at the 
Registrar's Office before registration materials can be prepared. 
Students who intend to register during the advance registration 
period must file this notice of intent no later than March 6, 1978 . . 
For registration June 5, the notice of intent to register must be filed 
by May 22, 1978. On June 5 students will pick lip registration 
materials in Gilchrist Hall and pull course cards in University Hall, 
Mauck er Union. 
Students planning to register at times other than those specified 
above must file the notice of intent t\l register at least two weeks in 
advance of the date they intend to register. 
Students enrolled for the Spring, 1978, Semester who plan to 
graduate in May, 1978, and intend to continue as graduate students 
must file an application for graduate study. 
Students who have unpaid accounts or other irregularities will be 
delayed until these matters are cleared. 
·Housing arrangements should be made as soon as possible. 
At the time of registration, the procedure set out below should be 
followed : 
1. Present photo ID card at the Registrar's Office and pick up 
registration materials. 
2. Fill out the registration form, answering all questions. 
3. Studen.ts should make and retain a copy of the schedule o( 
classes for which they register. I 
4. See adviser and have the schedule approved. Advisers should be 
in their offices. 
5. Secure course cards in the Scheduling Office, Gilchrist Hall, 
Room 244. This is to be done on or after the date specified on 
the Permit-to-Register card attached to the registration form. See 
that the course cards pulled are correct as to course and section 
numbers and hours of credit. Turn in all materials before leaving. 
Be sure you receive a validated registration certificate. 
6. On June 5, only, course cards will be in University Hall, Maucker 
Union. 
3 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SCHEDULE 
GRADUATE'. STUDENTS 
Register as opportunity permits on or after March 20, 1978. 
(All present graduate students must file a notice of intent to register 
before March 6, 1978. All new graduate students must file 
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hours credit at 
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OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
'LATE REGISTRATION 
For the 8-week session and the first 4-week session, registration 
after June 5, 1978: will be considered · a late registration, and a 
$5.00 late registration fee will be charged of all students who 
register for these sessions after that date. 
For the second 4-week session, registration after July 5, 1978, will 
be considered a late registration, and the $5.00 late registration fee 
will apply. 
There are a number of short courses listed in the Schedule. Students 
registering for one of t li_ese short courses may do so up to the day 
the class meets for the first time. Students registered for other 
courses may add one of th~e short courses up to the first day of 
class following the chang~of-registration procedure. Of course, 
maximum load limits, set forth elsewhere in this portion of the 
Schedule, must be observed. 
Any exemption from the late registration charge must be approved 
by the Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
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CLOSED CLASSES 
Permission to enroll in a class which is closed must be secured from 
the Head of the Department in which the course is offered. In some 
instances the Department Head may request the student to consult 
the instructor to see whether there is room in the class, but the final 
approval must come from,the Head of the Department. 
POLICY ON HOLDING COURSE CARDS 
Students who select courses which require the approval of someone 
prior to registration must secure that approval before coming to the 
Scheduling Office to pull course cards. The Scheduling Office no 
longer will hold cards for students while they do what is necessary 
to secure approval to register for a course. This policy applies only 
to those courses which are clearly indicated in the Schedule of 
Classes as requiring approval for registration. 
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION 
During the first four (41 class days of a Summer term no fee is 
charged for making a change of registration. After the first four (4) 
class days a fee of $5.00 is charged for each Change of Registration 
form filed. 
If a change of schedule is necessary, the procedure to follow is set 
for,th below: 
1. Fill out a Change of Registration form and have it signed by the 
Adviser. 
2. If the change is being made during the first four (4) class days, 
ta!<e the form to the Scheduling Office. 
3. If the change is being made after the -first four (41 class days, 
take the form to the Cashier, pay the $5.00 fee, and then take 
the form to the Scheduling Office. 
THE CHANGE OF REGISTRATION IS NOT EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE FORM IS Fl LED IN THE SCHEDULING OFFICE, AND THE 
DATE FILED IN THE SCHEDULING OFFICE IS THE 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE CHANGE. 
STUDENT LOAD 
Undergraduate 
The normal maximum student load is one credit hour per week of 
instruction. Thus, except as noted below, students enrolling for 8 
weeks may carry a maximum of 8 semest11r hours; those enrolling 
for 4 weeks may carry a maximum of 4 semester hours. 
Undergraduate students enrolling for 8-week courses who have a 
cumulative grade point average of 2. 50 or higher may enroll for a 
maximum of 9 semester hours without special approval Those with 
a cumulative grade point average of 3.00 or higher may enroll for 10 
semester hours. 
Undergraduate students with a cumulative grade point average of 
3.00 or higher may enroll for 5 semester hours in a 4-week session 
without special approval 
Graduate 
The maximum student course load for the 8-week session is 8 
semester hours, · except that students with a UNI graduate grade 
point index of 3.00 or higher may register for 9 semester hours. For 
students attending a single 4-week session, the course load is 
normally 4 semester hours; it may not exceed 5 semester hours. For 
students taking some courses on the 8-week plan and some courses 
on the 4-week plan, the work should be so scheduled that not more 
than an equivalent of 6 semester hours is involved during either of 
the two 4-week periods. · 
4 
EXPLANATION OF COURSE NUMB~RS 
The first two digits of the number are the Subject Area (or 
Department) number. 
If the first digit after the colon is a "O" this indicates a course which 
is open primarily to freshmen and sophomores. ' 
If the first digit after the colon is a "1" this indicates a course which 
is open primarily to juniors and seniors. If there is a "g" after the 
course number this indicates the course carries graduate credit for 
graduate students; however, juniors and seniors may enroll in these 
courses. 
If the first digit after the colon is a "2" this indicates a course which 
is open primarily to graduate students, and undergraduates seeking 
admission to the course must secure the permission of the head of 
the department offering the course. 
Sections numbered in the 80's will meet the first four weeks of the 
Summer Session. Sections numbered in the 90's will meet the 
second four weeks of the Summ11r Session. 
PREREQUISITES 
An entry in parentheses after a course title indicates a prerequisite 
to be satisfied before enrolling for the course. 
SPECIAL SECTIONS 
Some course listings and section numbers are followed by a letter. 





STUDENT CLASS SCHEDULES 
On June 6, 1978, the first day of classes, a copy of the schedule of 
classes for which each student has registered will be available in the 
Registrar's Office. Each student should pick up the copy of her/his 
schedule of classes, check it for any errors, and notify the 
Registrar's Office of possible errors. 
AUDITING CLASSES 
Students wanting to register as auditors (visitors) must indicate this 
clearly on the registration form. 
Registration for the 1978 Summer Session may not be changed 
from credit to audit after June 9 for first 4-week courses; after June 
14 for 8-week courses; and after July 10 for second 4-week courses. 
Students registered as auditors may change to registration for credit 
upon recommendation of the course instructor and approval of the 
Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs. The appropriate 
change in fee assessment, if any, will be made. 
Audit hours are included in the maximum credit hour load a student 
may take. 
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FEES AND BILLING INFORMATION 
BASIC FEES 
Undergraduates 
8-Week Session, two 4-Week Sessions, 
or combination of 4- and 8-Week 
Sessions (8 or more hours) 
1-2 hours 
3-7 hours - per hour 
Minimum fee 
Graduates 
8-Week Session, two 4-Week Sessions, 
or combinat ion of 4- and 8-Week 
Sessions (7 or more hours) 
1-2 hours 
3-6 hours - per hour 
Minimum fee 
Pre-Sessions and Post Sessions 
Pr•Session and Post Session fees are 
paid on a credit hour basis, each 
session counting separately. 
OTHER FEES 













University. $ · 10 · 
2. 'Applied Music 
Students enrolled for oth; r work, 
per credit hour 35 
Students enrolled for Applied Music 
only, per credit hour 70 
Group Voice, Group Piano (Groups 
of 4 or morel 20 
3. Change of registration (after first 
four (41 class days) 5 
4. Credit by Examination, per course 20 
S. Late Registration 
6. Transcript of Academic Record 
One Transcript . 
Multiple copies, same order 
First Copy 
Each additional copy 
7. Visitors-by the week 
(Visitors for an entire course -
auditors - pay one-half the fee of 

















FEE BILLING AND PAYMENT 
Oates for determining fees for Summer will depend upon whether 
the student is registered for 8-week courses, first 4-week or second 
4-week courses, or some combination of these.· Dropping and adding 
hours also may affect the amount of tuition for which a student is 
billed, depending upon when the dropping and/or adding is done. 
Fees for courses taken during the first four weeks will be based on 
the load as of 4 :30 p.m. on Friday, June 9, 1978. 
Fees for courses taken during the second four-week period will be 
based on the load as of 4:30 p.m. on Monday, July 10, 1978. ,,, . 
Fees for courses taken during the 8 -week session will be based on 
the load as of 4:30 p.m. on Wednesdi y, June 14, 1978. 
The University has a student accounts receivable billing system 
through which tuition and fees, residence hall contract amounts, 
married student housing rents, and various other charges are billed. 
All tuition and fees for the regular summer session, post session, and 
summer session workshops will be billed through this system. 
How~ver, there is no installment payment program for tuition and 
fees or for residence hall c.ontract amounts for the summer session. 
The following billing and payment dates will apply : 
Summer Session 1978 
Due Date/ Approximate 








1. The June 20 billing will include tuition and fees for all courses 
for which registrations have been processed through June 14. It 
also will include all residence hall contract amounts processed 
through June 13. · 
2. The July 20 billing will include all new charges from regist,rations 
processed after June 14 and through July 13. Primarily this will 
be for registrations for the second 4-week session plus workshops 
beginning after June 14 that were not processed in time to be 
included in the June 20 billing. This billing also will include any 
_ other charges that were not included in the June 20 billing. 
3. The August 16 billing will include any charges for the summer 
session that were not included in the June or July billings. 
The June and July billings will be mailed to the address listed by the 
student as the address at which mail can be received while attending 
the Summer Session. The August billing will be mailed to the home 
address. Payment by check or money order may be mailed to the 
Business Office Cashier. Such payments must be received in the 
Business Office not later than the payment due date. 
Each student is responsible for maintaining with the Vniversity an 
address at which mail can be received while the student is attending 
the Summer Session. A Change of Address form must be completed 
and returned to the Registrars Office. 
Accounts unpaid by the payment due date will be reported to the 
Registrar•·s Office for cancellation of registration. If your 
registration is cancelled, a reinstatement fee of $10.00 and all 
existing indebtedness must be paid within five days after the 
cancellation becomes effective or the privilege of reinstatement may 
be denied. 
Any student who does not receive an invoice within a reasonable 
length of time from billing date (and before payment due date) is 
expected to inquire at the Business Office. 
Any financial assistance from the University must be arranged 
through the Financial A ids Office. 
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INFORMATION ON WITHDRAWALS 
The information set forth below applies to students who withdraw completely from school. Dropping one or mOl'.e classes does not 
constitute a withdrawal unless the student drops all classes for which he or she is registered. If all classes are dropped, this is a withdrawal 
and the information below applies. 
WITHDRAWAL PROCEDUR'E 
A student who h• started attending classes who finds it necessary to withdraw from school initiates the withdrawal through the Office 
of the Registrar. Students living in a residence hall also must cancel their housing contract through the Director of the residence hall 
where they live. 
A student who has enrolled but decides not to come to the University of Northern Iowa should advise the Registrar's Office in -iting at 
as early a date as possible of the need to cancel the registration, listing the reasons for withdrawing from the University. 
' . 
WITHDRAWAL AFTER CLASSES BEGIN WILL RESULT IN A TUITION CHARGE. 
WITHDRAWAL REFUNDS• 
If credit is earned during a period of enrollment there is no refund of academic fees for that period. For any one-, two-, or thre&-week 
session there is no refund. Room and Board refunds are ma$ according to the agreement set out in the "Contract for Room and Board" 
signed by the student at the time of enrollment. 
A student who has had class cards pulled is considered enrolled. Tuition is refundable on the basis of the percentage table given below. 
The effective date of the withdrawal is the date the official Withdrawal form is completed in the Office of the Registrar. 
Per!,!nt!II• Refundable 
R1!11!!l1r Schedule Short Schedule Ii.!n!.,_ 
90% 90% 1.3 days• 
80% 70% 4-5 days 
70% 50% 6-7 days 
60% 30% 8-9 days 
50% 0% 10.11 days . 
40% 0% 12-13 days 
0% 0% 14-or more 
' 
Notice must be received by 4:30 p.m. on date 
shown to receive percentage applicable. 
Short Schedule Sho!l Schedule 
R!!!lular Schedule Fi_i:5t 4 ~!!!!!5s Second 4W!!!!!5s 
June 8 June 8 July 7 
June 12 June 12 July 11 
June " 14 June 14 July 13 
June 16 June 16 July 16 
June 20 
June 22 
*Days are class days. Day count begins with the day summer session classes begin. June 6, 1978, is the begiming date for the 8-wellk and 
first 4-week session. July 5, 1978, is the beginning date for the second 4-week session. 
I 
The manner in which the above schedules will be applied is set forth below: 
Circumstance 
1. , AH courses scheduled for 8-week session 
2. All courses scheduled for 8-week session and 
first 4-week session 
a. Withdraws during first 4-week session 
b. Withdraws during second 4-week 589Sion 
3. All courses scheduled for 8-week session and 
second 4-week session 
a. Withdraws during first 4;week session 
b. Withdraws during second 4-week session 
4. All courses scheduled for both first and second 
4-week sessions 
a. Withdraws during first 4-week session 
b. Withdraws during second 4-week session 
5. Courses scheduled in all sessions 
Application 
Apply Regular Schedule 
Apply Regular Schedule 
No refund 
Charges for courses on 8-week session are calculated and refund made on basis 
of Regular Scheduie. Additional fee charges fully refunded. 
Charges for courses on 8-week session are calculated and there is no refund on 
this amount. Additional fee charges are refunded on the basis of the Second 
4-week Short Schedule. 
Charges for courses on first 4-week session are calculated and refund made on 
basis of first 4-week Short Schedule. Additional fee charges fully refunded. 
Charges for courses on first 4-week session are calculated and there is ~ -
refund on this amount. Additional fee charges are refunded on the basis of the 
Second 4-Week Short Schedule. 
Apply Regular Schedule 
6 
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1. The above specifications apply only to 8-week courses. For the 
specifications which apply to 4-week courses or a combination, 
consult the Office of Veterans Affairs. 
2. The University will certify veterans for repeating courses only if 
a grade of "F" had been previously re·ceived in the course. 
3. Graduate students will be certified only for courses whibh apply 
to a specific program. -
I 
4. Graduate students are required to submit a statement of 
graduate intent prior to the initial semester of registration. See 
the Office of Veterans Affairs for this form. 
5. Graduate students taking undergraduate courses will be subject 
to the undergraduate regulations for determining . full-time and 
part-time enrollment. 
GENERAL GRADUATE TESTS .FOR NEW GRADUATE 
STUDENTS 
Miller Analogy Test (MAT): 1 :00 p.m. June 5 and June 10 1978; 
Room 247 Education Center. ' 
UP Field Tests in Education, Chemistry, and Political Science: 2 :30 
p.m. June 5 and June 10, 1978, Room 247 Education Center. 
' 
After checking with your academic advisor or department head to , 
determine the testis) required, register for the ,test(s) at the Office 
of Examination Services, Room 119, Gilchrist Hall, 273-6023. Bring 
y~ur own supply of No. 2 pencils. ~ 
Inquiries concerning the results of these tests should be directed to 
the Office of Examination Services. 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT GRADING 
An undergraduate student having earned twelve' semester hours of 
credit at tliis University may take courses offered by this institution 
for which he is otherwise eligible for degree credit without grade 
under the following conditions: . 
1. The course work requirements for a student tak ing work on 
an ungraded basis shall be the same as for a student taking 
the work on a graded bas is. 
6. Veterans enrolling in courses on Credit/No Credrt· basis corisult · 
the Office of Veterans Affairs. 2. Effective with the beginning of the 1976 Spring Semester, a 
grade of C- or higher is required in a course to receive credit 
on the "Credit/No Credit" option. To ~ke ~ppli_cation for VA assistance, visit the Office of Vet'![il ns 
-Affairs, G 1lchrist Hall, Room 164. · , 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM (CLEP) 
General Examinations 
General examinations will be given on the dates and at the times 
indicated in the following schedule: 
\ Monday, June 5, 1978 
Thursday, June 8, 1978 
Thursday, July 6, 1978 
8 :30 - 10:00 a.m. 
10:00-11 :30a.m. 
1:00 - 2 :30 p.rn. 
2:30- 4:-00 p.m. 
4 :00 - 5:30p.m. 
7:30 - 9 :00a.m 
9 :00·- 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 12:00 noon 
Students wishing to take the general examinations must register in 
the EJ<amination Services Office, Room 119, Gilchrist Hall, 
273-6023 and pay the necessary fees at the Business Office. 
Subject Examinations 
Subject examinations will be given Saturday, July 22, 1978. The 
time periods for these examinations are as follows: 
8:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
10:00 - 12:00 a.m. 
1:00 - 3 :00 p.m. 
Students wishing to take the subject examinations must register in 
the Examination Services Office. Room 119, Gilchrist Hall, 
27~023 and pay the necessary fees. Registration and payment 










Not more than 22 hours of ungraded course work in addition 
to courses authorized to be offered only for ungraded credit 
may be taken toward any bachelor's degree. 
Ungraded credit may not be applied to work required for a 
major or minor except with the consent of the Head of the 
Department in which the course is offered. 
Effective with the beginning of the 1976 Spring Semester, no 
course taken on the "Credit/No Credit" ' option may be 
applied toward fulfilling a General Education requirement. 
Except for Field Experience : Interpers onal Interaction 
Patterns (20:017), Field Experience: Teacher as Change 
Agent (20:018) , and Valu e Clarification Seminar: 
Interpersonal Influence Preferences /.?0:020), and for 
Student Teaching (28:xxx), ungraded credit may not be used 
in the Common Professional Sequence requirements for the 
teaching program. ' 
Course work passed without grade may not be retaken except 
by special permission of the Dean cit the College in which the 
course is offered. 
A graded course completed may not be retaken on an 
ungraded basis. 
The Credit/No Credit system may not be used with Credit by 
Examination, Extension, or Correspondence courses. 
Change of registration in a course to or from a nol'}-graded 
basis may not be made after five class days beyond midterm 
in a full, academio-year semester, or after the mid-point in 
the dur~tion of a course taught in a period less than a full, 
academic-year semester. Only one such change of registration 
may be made per course. 
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STUDENT RECORDS 
Under the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act of 1974, students attending or who have attended institutions 
of posHecondary education have the right to inspect and review 
education records. Students may obtain copies of their ·education 
records by paying the cost of reproducing the material, which has 
been set at ten cents per page. If a student wishes to see a record, 
the usual procedure is to contact the custodian of the record . In 
most instances, an appointment will be made and the record will be 
reviewed in the 'presence of the person in charge of the record or 
someone designated by that person. The custodians of education 
records must respond to a student's request to see the record within 
45 days. If the student has a question concerning information in the 
record, efforts should be made on an informal basis to resolve the 
issue. If the informal procedure does not result in a satisfactory 
resolution of the question, either party may request a hearing before 
the Student Records Hearing Panel. This Panel is composed of two 
students, two faculty members, and two administrators. 
Generally, the education records of the University are academic 
records which are maintained in the Registrar's Office, 
Departmental Offices, Deans' Offices, Advisors' Offices, . etc. 
Nonacademic education records are maintained in the Student 
Counseling Service, Student Health Service, Business Office, Alumni 
Office, and Office of Career Planning and Placement. 
The University will not permit access to, or the release of, education 
records or personally identifiable information contained therein 
{other than Directory Information) to anyone other than the 
student, University faculty and staff, and officials named in the Act, 
without the written consent of the student. This written consent 
must be signed and dated, must specify the records to be released, 
must spec ify the reasons for such release, and must name the person 
to whom the · record is to be released. A copy of the record or 
information released must be furnished to the student if requested. 
This means that parents, spouses, relatives, and friends of students 
cannot obtain transcripts, registration materials, grade reports, or 
any other information from a student' s record without the written 
consent of the student. Information may be released in compliance 
with a judicial order, or pursuant to any lawfully-issued subpoena, 
upon condition that the student is notified of all such orders or 
subpoenas in advance of the compliance therewith by the 
University. A communication addressed to the student at the last 
known address will be considered notification. 
The University may release the following " Directory Information" 
to anyone who requests it without the consent of the student unlBM 
the student has requested the University not to release any or all of 
the information : 
1. Student's name, University address, and telephone number. 






Date and place of student's birth. 
College. 
Curricu lum {major(s) and minor(s)). 
Classif ication (Year in school). 
Participation in recognized organizations, activ ities, and 
sports. 
8. Weight and height of members of athletic teams. 
9. Currently enrolled. 
10. Dates of attendance. 
11 . Degrees and awards received. 
12. The most recent previous educational agency or 
educational institution attended. 
Students desirin!I to restrict the release of any of the above 
information should contact the Registrar' s Office and fill out the 
appropriate form. Students also may fill out a form at the 
Registrar' s Office authorizing the release of other information if 
they so desire. 
DATES TO OBSERVE 
Tuesday, June 6 
Friday, June 9, 4 :30 p.m. 
Friday, June 9, 4 :30 p.m. 
_Friday, June 9, 4 :30 p.m. 
Friday, June 9, 4 :3·o p.m. 
Wednesday, June 14, 4 :30 p.m. 
Wednesday, June 14, 4:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, June 14, 4 :30 p.m. 
Friday, June 16, 4 :30 p. m. 
Friday, June 16, 4 :30 p.m. 
Friday, June 30, 4:30 p.m. 
Friday, June 30, 4 :30 p.m. 
Monday, July 10, 4 :30 p.m. 
Monday, July 10, 4 :30 p.m. 
Monday, July 10, 4:30 p.m. 
Monday, July 10, 4:30 p.m. 
Monday, July 17, 4 :30 p.m. 
Monday, July 17, 4:30 p.m. 
Classes begin. 
Last day to add fim 4-week 
session course for credit. 
Last day to drop first 4--ek 
session course with no report. 
Last day to change registration 
for 8-week and fim 4-week 
sessions without paying fee. 
Fees for first 4--ek COUIHS 
based on load at 4 :30 p. m. 
Last day to add 8-week session 
course for credit. · 
last day to drop 8-week IIISSion 
course with no report. 
Fees for 8--ek courses based 
on load at 4 :30 p.m. 
Last day to drop first 4-week 
session course without "F." 
Last day to change first 4-week 
session course to or from 
ungraded credit. (See note below) 
Last day to drop 8-week session 
course without "F." 
Last day to change 8--llk sasion 
course to or from ungraded 
credit. (See note below) 
Last day to add second 4-week 
session course for credit. 
Last day to drop second 4-week 
session course with no report. 
Last day to change registration 
for second 4--ek session without 
paying fee. 
Fees for second 4--ek courses 
based on load at 4:30 p.m. 
Last day to drop second 4-week 
session course without "F." 
Last day to change second 4--lk 
session course to or from 
ungraded credit. (See note 'below) 
NOTE : Students are reminded that only one change per course may 
be made to or from ungraded basis.. Once a change has been made, 
the student cannot again change that course to or from ungraded 
credit. 
Students who have questions concern ing their rights under this Act 
may contact the Registrar's Office or the Office of the Vice 
President for Student Services for pertinent information. 8 
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ABBREVIATIONS OF CLASSROOM BUILDING NAMES 

















Art 2 (Old .Physical Plant Building) 
Anthropology Lab (Old USO) 
Auditorium 
Baker Hall 
Biology Resea~ch Complex 
Ceramics' St~dio 
r: 
Center for Urban Education 
(CUE is located at 715 East 4th Street, 
Waterloo, Iowa. S.tudents enrolling for 





Home Management House 
Industrial Technology c.inter 
Library 
UNI DAY CARE CENTER 














Physical Education Center (New P.E: 
B.uilding located west of Hudson Road) 
Physics 
Price Laboratory School 
Psychology 1 (Old Laundry Building) 
Russell Hall 
Sabin Hall 
Spea:h Art Complex 







Summer Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Application blanks and information available from 
. . Mrs. Edith Hantula 
Education Center 103 
r;>r. Nellie Hampton 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
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00 INDIVIDUAL STUDIES 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
ALL STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDIES 
COURSES ARE TO ATTEND THE GENERAL MEETING AT 4:00 
P.M., TUESDAY, JUNE 6, IN BAKER 59. Each student should 
prepare a prospectus and obtain the agreement of a faculty 
consultant in advance of that meeting. Guidelines for independent 
study are available at ttie Individual Studies office. Additional 
information about registration and the drafting of prospectuses 
needed for independent study courses may be obtained from the 
Director of Individual Studies, Dr. Edward W. Amend, Baker 59, 
273 -2504. 
00:192 Exploratory Seminar 
Self-Forming 
1 1-3 arr arr A mend Bak 59 
(Prospectus to be filed in Baker 59 by June 9. For small 
groups of two to twelve students interested in a common 
area of independent study.I 
00:196 Interdisciplinary Readings 
1 1-3 arr arr Amend Bak 
(Each student will attach a specialized reading list 
to prospectus for this course. Prospectus to be filed 
in Baker 59 by June 9.) 
00:197 Undergraduate Thesis (Registration requires approval 
of Individual Studies Director) 
1 3-6 arr arr Amend Bak 
(Prospectus to be filed in Baker 59 by June 9. Open 
only to students who have been approved by the 
Individual Studies Board. This course is required 
for graduation with Individual Honors:) 
00: 198 Individual Study Project 
1 1-3 arr arr Amend Bak 
(Prospectus to be filed in Baker 59 by June 9.) 
12 ACCOUNTING 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
12:030 Principles of Accounting I (Sophomore Standing) 
1 3 9:50 Daily Halverson Sri 
12:031 Principles of Accounting II 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Nicholas Sri 
12:129 Intermediate Accounting I (12:031) 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Davis Sri 
12:131g Cost Accounting (12:031) 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Davis Sri 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 281 
12: 132g Income T·ax 








13 MARKETING (Continued) 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 281 
13: 154g Marketing Communications (13 :152) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Reuschling Sri 131 
13:158g Marketing Channels (13:152) 
90 3 7:30 
9:40 Daily Parasuraman Sri 131 
14 SECRETARIAL 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 281 
14:047 · Typewriting I 
1 2 7 :30 MWF Warner Sri 326 
+ lab periods arr 
• 14:050 Typewriting II (14:047 or equivalent) 
,1 2 7:30 MWF Warner Sri 326 
+ lab periods arr 
• 14:051 Typewriting Ill (14:050 or 1 year high school typing 
or equivalent) 
1 2 7:30 MWF \ Warner Sri 326 
+ lab periods arr 
15 MANAGEMENT 
8-WEEK SESSIQN (June 6 - July 28) 
15:020 Quantitative Methods for Business 
1 3 8:40 Daily Wilmesmeier Sri 234 
15:151g Corporation Finance (12:031) 
1 3 6-9:00 MW eve Conrad CUE 
(Students registering for classes at UNICUE must have 
the approval of Ms. Doris Gates, 234-6819, or Mr. 
Anthony Stevens, 273-2265, before pulling course cards)· 
I 
15:170g Special Problems (Registration requires written 
approval of Department Head) 
Accounting 
1 1-3 arr arr Halverson Sri 
Management 
2 1-3 arr arr Goulet 
Marketing 
3 1-3 arr arr Reuschling 
Law 
I 
4 1-3 arr arr Evenson 
Finance 
5 1-3 arr arr Goulet 











1 3 1 :00 Daily Diamond Sri 234 
9 :40 Daily Halverson Sri 102 -15:210 Legal and Social Environment of Business (Registration 
13 MARKETING 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
13:152 Principles of Marketing 
80 3 7:30 
9:40 Daily Parasuraman Sri 131 
requires written approval of MBA Advisor) 
1 3 6-9:00 MW tive Evenson Sri 3 
15:264 Advanl:ed Financial Management (Registration requires 
written approval of MBA Advisor) · 
1 3 6-9:00 TTh eve Goulet Sri 3 
15:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written 
approval of MBA Advisor) 
1 1-3 arr arr Reuschling Sri 
15:299 Research (Registration requires written approval of 
MBA Advisor) 
25 
1 1-3 arr arr Reuschling Sri 25 
10 
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, 15 MANAGEMENT (Continued) 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
15:010 Introduction to Business 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Diamond Sri 
15 :080 Basic Computer Concepts (12:030) 
80 3 7:30 -
· 9:40 Daily Blanford Sri 
15:100 Introduction to Law and the Legal System 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Hollman Sri 
15:101g Busin.ess Law I 
80 2 7:30 Daily Evenson Sri 
+ 8 :40 MW 
15 :153 Fundamentals of Management (Junior standing) 
80 3 1-3 :10 Daily Lebeda Sri 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
15:070 Business Statistics ( 15 :020) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Dhavale Sri 
15:080 Basic Computer Concepts (12:030) 
90 3 1-3:10 Daily Abraham Sri 
15: 102g Business Law II 
90 2 7:30 Daily Hollman Sri 
+ 8:40 MW 
15:151g Corporation ~inance (12:031) 
90 3 :50-12 Daily Norem Sri 
17 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 










80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Reed Sri , 113 
17:114g Foundations of Vocational Education 
80 2 1-2:55 MTWTh Corbin Sri 113 
17:259 Testing and Evaluation in Business Education 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Hahn Sri · 334 . 
17 BUSINESS EDUCATION (Continued) · 
17 :297 Practicum (Registration requires written approval 
of Instructor) 
90 2 arr arr Warner Sri 
17:299 Research (Registration requires written approval of 
Instructor) 
90 2 arr arr Sri 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
I 
17 : 133g Workshop in Forkner Shorthand (June 6-16) 
1 2 1-4:00 Daily Timpany Sri 
+ hours arr 
17:133g Workshop in Forkner Methods (June 12-16) 
2 1 5-8 :00 Daily Timpany Sri 
+ hours arr 





3 2 1-4 :00 Daily Handorf Sri 334 
+ !)ours arr 
17: 133g Workshop in English as a Second Language (June 19-22) 
(Registration requires written approval of Instructor) 
4 2 8-4:00 Daily Hansen Sri 221 
. + Project to be completed by 
July 28, 1978 
18 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
18:070 Introduction to Data Processing 
.1 2 8 :40 MWF Warner 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
18: 119g Adm inistration of Human Resources 
80 2-3 1-3:10 Daily Kl ink 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
18: 113g Business Communications 
90 2 7:30 TTh Handorf 




17 :285 Individual Readings (Registration requ ires written 
approvaloflnstructorl . 20 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
80 1-3 arr arr Warner Sri 321 
17:297 Practicum (Registration requires written approval 
of Instructor) 
80 2 arr arr Warner Sri 321 
17:299 Research (Registration requires written approval of 
Instructor) 1 
80 2 arr arr Warner Sri 321 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
17:112g Coordination Techniques 
90 2 1-2:55 MTWTh Ditzenberger Sri 111 
1 17: 119g Curriculum and Instruction in Bu~iness Occupat ion 
Programs 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Reed Sri 111 
17:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
90 1-3 - arr arr Warner Sri 321 
11 
8-WEEK SESSION {June 6 - July 28) 
I 
20:018 Field Experience : Teacher as a Change Agent 
(20 :017, 20:020, 20 :030) (Corequisites: 20 :040, 
25 :050) REGISTRATION REQUIRES WRITTEN 
DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL FOR FIELD · 
EXPERIENCE, EdC 617. 
1 1 arr arr Hoobler PLS 
20:040 Nature and Conditions of Learn ing (20 :017, 
20:020, 20:030) (Corequisites: 20:018, 25 :050) 
1 3 8:40 Daily Froyen EdC 422 
2 1 :00 Daily Ball EdC 323 
20: 194g Clinical Exper ience (Registration requires written 
·approval of Instructor) 
1 1-4 ' arr ar r Scott EdC 159A 
2g:214 Advanced E'ducational Psychology 
1 2 9 :50 MWF Dedrick 




Dpt:Crs Sec Cr Time Days Instr Bldg Rm Dpt:Crs Sec Cr · Time Days Instr Bldg Rm 
20 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continuedl 
20:270 Psychology of Learning Disabilities (25:1811· 
2b:289 
20:290 
1 3 8:40 .Daily Wilson EdC 182 
Seminar in Education and Psychology (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) 
School Psychology 
183 
1 2 arr arr Schmits EdC 157 
T1111ching 
2 2 arr arr Fortgang EdC 547 
Practicum in Education and Psychology (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) 
School Psychology 
1 3 arr arr Schmits EdC 157 
Specific Learning Disabilities 
2 3 arr arr 





21 ELEMENTARY ANO MIDDLE SCHOOL/ 
JUNIOR HIGH 
8-WEEK SESSION (June6 - July 28) 
21 :044 Children's Literature 
1 3 9:50 
11 :40 TWTh . Hampton EdC 120 
21 :201 Issues and Trends in Elementary Curriculum (21 :101 
or approval of Dr. Hampton, EdC 614) 
1 3 9:50 Daily Aldridge EdC 124 
21 :220 Administration and Supervision of Programs for 
Young Children (21: 154 or equivalent) · 
1 3 11_ :00 Daily , : T.anner EdC 119 
· 21 :243 Analysis and Improvement of S~cial Stud.ies Instruction 
in the Elementary School (2-1:101 or 21:143) . 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Aldridge . EdC 124 
21 :289 Seminar in Education: Elementary Curriculum 
1 2 1-3:30 TTh . Al~ridge EdC 124 
20:291 Internship in School Psychology (Ed.S. students only) F.IRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) (Registration requir8$ written approval of Instructor) . --
1 2-6 arr arr Schmits EdC 157 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
20:017 Field Experience: Interpersonal Inter.action Patterns 
(Corequisites: 20:020, 20:030) REGISTRATION 
REQUIRES WRITTEN DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL, 
EdC 617. 
80 1 arr ar~ :Hoobler 
20 :020 Values Clarification Seminar: lnt11rpersonal Influence 
Preferences (Corequisites: 20:017, 20 :030) 
80 2 - 7:30 Daily H~sh . EdC 421· 
+ 8:40 TTh 
20:030 Dynamics of Human Oevelopment (Corequisites: 
20:017, 20:020) 
80 2 1 :00 Daily Lattin EdC 425 
+ 2:10 TTh 
21: 151 Early Childhood Curric;ulum 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Ritter EdC 123 
21 :154 Nursery School and Kindergarten · 
80 2 7:30 Daily Tan'18" 
+ 8:40 TTh · 
EdC 119 
21 :242 Analysis and Improvement of Science Instruction in 
the Elementary School (21 : 101 or 21:142) 
80 3 7:30 · 
9:40 Daily Stefanich EdC 123 
21 :254 The Gifted Child (20:214, 25:294 or 26:234) 
(Formerly 22: 154) 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily · Schnur EdC 122 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5- July 28) 
21:149g Parent and Community Relatioflsh,ips 20: 116g Psychology of Adolescence 
· 80 2 7:30 Daily Trout EdC 325 90 2 . 7:30 Daily . Tan119r EdC 119 
+ 8 :40 TTh 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
20:100g Cllild Psychology (June 6-16) 
1 2 7:30 
10:30 Daily Taylor EdC 420 
' 20:1339 Workshop: Current Approaches to Classroom Discipline 
(July 5 - July 28) 
1 3 7 :30 -
9:40 Daily Przychodzin EdC 325 
20: 133g Workshop: Multicultural Studies: Parity in Educat ion 
(July 5 - July 28) 
2 3 9 :50-12 Daily ' Brown EdC 325 
+ 8:40 TTh 
21 :255 Educational Strategies for the Gifted (21 :254) 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily EdC 122 
12 
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22 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
22:1609 The Exceptional Child 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Suroski EdC 262 
22:170g Educational Management of the Handicapped I 
( Registration requires written approval of 
Division of Special Education, EdC 6181 
1 . 3 1-3:30 TTh . EdC 120 
22:171g Educational Management of the Handicapped II 
(Registration requires written approval of 
Division of Special l;:ducation, EdC 6181 
1 3 1-3:30 MW EclC 120 
2 1-3:30 MW Etscheidt EdC 119 
(Section 2 is for experienced teachers only I 
22:174g Teachi119 the Handicapped (Registration requires 
written approval of Division of Special Education, 
EdC 618) 
1 2 7:30 MTWTh Suroski EdC 128 
22:180g T•chlng the Handicapped: Primary (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 3 1-3:30 TTh EdC 121 
22:18111 Teaching the Handicapped: Secondary (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 3 1-3:30 TTh Sitli119ton EdC 119 
22:18211 Teaching the Handicapped: Intermediate (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 · 3 1-3:30 TTh EdC 122 
22: 184g Homa-School Relationships for Special Education 
(Registration requires written approval of 
Division of Spacial Education, EdC 618) 
1 3 8:40 • 
11:30 TTh EdC 121 
22: 187g Teaching th• Handicapped: Profound (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Spacial 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 3 1-3:30 TTh Etsch9idt 'EclC 123 
22: 192g Experience in Special Education (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
Tutorial 
1 2 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Suroski 
2 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Suroski 
3 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Suroski 
Primary 
4 2 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Secondary 
5 2 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Sitlington 
6 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Sitlington 
I ntermediata 
7 2 arr arr McNamara EdC 160A 
Profound 
8 2 arr arr McNamara EdC 150A 
Etscheidt 
13 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
22:240 The Consultation Process in Special Education 
(Registration requires written approval of Division 
of Special Edu cation, EdC 618) 
1 3 9-12:00 MTWTh Little EdC 128 
22:246 Resource Strategies for the Handicapped (Registration 
r9i:1uires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 6181 
1 3 9-12:00 MTWTh Little EdC 128 
22:251 Vocational Programs for tha Handicapped (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education. EdC 6181 
1 3 1-3 :30 MW Sitlington EdC 121 
22:·252 Community Resources for Special EducatiO!l (Registration 
requires written apprl>val of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 3 1-3:30 TTh Courtnage EdC 113 
22:289 Seminar in Special Education: Elementary (Registration 
requires written approval of Division of Special 
Education, EdC 618) 
1 2 9 :50-12 TTh Courtnage EdC 131B 
22:290 Practicum in Special Education (Registration .requires 
written approval of Division of Special Education, 
EdC 618) 
I l)Jerdiscipl inary 
1 2 1-3 :40 MW Courtnage EdC 631 
Administration 
2 ' 2 arr arr Courtnage EdC 631 
Supeivision 
3 2 arr arr EclC 618. 
Consultation 
4 2 1-4:00 MTW Little EdC 128 
Secondary 
5 2 arr arr Sitlington EdC 630 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
22: 150g The Exceptional Child 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Morris EdC 247 
23 READING 
8-WEEK ~ESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
23:110g Reading and Language Arts (Registration requires 
written appll)val of I nstructorl 
1 5 9 :50-12 Daily Heller EdC 421 
23:11211 Issues and Trends in Elementary Reading (23 :110 
or approval of Reading Division) 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Harms EdC 116 
23: 113g Teaching Expressive Language Arts 
1 3 9:50 Daily Harms EdC 116 
23 : 147g Remedial R_.ting (23 : 110 or 23: 1301 (Registration 
requires wdtt,rn app1ovc1I ot I n,muctorl 
(Co111qu isit1t 23: 1921 
MTWTh Hdlcher EdC 116 1 3 1•2 :30 
SUMMER 1978 
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23 READING (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 28) (Continued) 
23:148g Diagnosis of Reading Problems (23:147) (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) 
1 3 8:40 TWTh Greenfield EdC 142 
+ 9:50 TTh 
2 11 :00 Daily Greenfield EdC 142 
23:192g Experience in Reading: Tutoring (Corequisite 23:147) 
(Registration requires written approval of Instructor) 
1 3 arr arr Hatcher 
23:210 Recent Research in Reading (One course in the teaching 
of Reading) 
1 3 . U :00 Daily Hosier EdC 113 
23:240 Reading Disabilities (23:110, 23:147, 23: 148) 
1 3 9 :50 Daily Hatcher EdC 119 
23:289 Seminar in Reading (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
1 2 '12:00 MWF Hosier 
23:290 Practicum in Reading (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
1 2 arr arr Greenfield 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 30) 
23:114g Mata'rials aod Techniques for Reading (23:110 or 
23:130) 
80 2 7:30 · 
9:40 Daily Herms/Hosier EdC 116 
23 :130g Reading for Adolescents 
80 3 8:40 · 
10:50 Daily Ratekin EdC 113 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 · July 28) 
23:212 Psychology of Reading 
90 3 8:40 
24 EDU.CATIONAL MEDIA (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 28) (Continued) 
24: 135g Media Administration 
1 2 9:50-12 TTh Hardman 




1 2 9 :50-12 MWF Paulson PLS 143 
24:147g Photography 
1 2 1-4:30 TTh Goro Commons 
Studio A 
24: 164g Slide Series and Multi-Image Production (Registration 
requires the written approval of I nstructo'tl 
1 2 9 :50-12 MWF Gabrielse Commons 
Studio A 
24: 155g Audio Production IR egistration requires the written 
approval of Instructor) 
1 2 1-4:30 WF Man:h-ni EdC 130A 
24: 160 Media Projects (Registration requires the written 
approval of Instructor) 
Television (24: 150) 
1 1-4 arr arr March-ni EdC 012 
Graphics (24:031 or 24:131, 24:137) 
2 1-4 arr arr Gabrielse Com 121 
Film (24:151) 
3 1-4 arr arr Hardman Com 210 
Photography (24: 147) 
4 1-4 arr arr Goro Com 302 
Multi-Media Communications (24:031 or 24:131, 24:137) 
5 1-4 arr arr Eller Com 220 
24: 186 Studies in Media (Registration requires written 
approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 210) 
1 1-4 arr arr Com 210 
24: 189 Readings in Media (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
1 1-3 arr arr Rudnick EclC 642 
10:50 Daily Ratekin EdC 113 · 24:205 Programmed Instruction 
24 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
24:031 Audio-Visual Communications 
1 3 8:40 Daily Hinshaw 
2 1-3:20 MW Eiler 
+ 1 hour lab arr 
24:131g ' Resources for Communications 
1 3 8:40 Daily Hinshaw 
2 1-3 :20 MW Eller 
+ 1 hour lab arr 







the written approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 210) 
1 2-3 arr arr Com 210 
1 3 2:10 • 
4:30 TTh Rudnick EdC 320 
24:230 Communication Theory in Media 
1 2 12-2:00 TTh Kueter EdC 321 
24:232 Selection and Integration of Materials (R■gistration · 
requires written approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 210) 
1 2-3 arr arr Com 210 
24:260 Advanced Madia Projects (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
Television (24:150) 
1 1-4 arr arr M■rchasani EdC 012 
Graphics (24:031 or 24:131, 24:137) 
2 1-4 arr arr Gabrielse Com 121 ' 
Film (24:151) 
3 1-4 arr arr Hardman Com 210 
Photography (24: 147) 
4 1-4 arr arr Goro Com 302 
Multi-Media Communications (24:031 or 24: 131, 24:1371 
5 1-4 arr arr Hardman Com 210 
14 
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24 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA (Continued) 
8-WEE'K SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
24:285 Readings in Media (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
1 1-3 · arr arr Rudnick EdC 642 
24:286 Studies in Media (Registration requires written 
approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 210) 
1 1-4 arr arr Com 210 
26 SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - Ju!y 281 
26 :020 Educational Purposes and Practices (20:018, 20:040, 
25:050) (Corequisite: 26 :030) 
1 2 9:50 MWF Berg EclC 321 
(Students MUST also register for 26:030, Section 1) 
2 1 :00 MWF Rutkowski EclC 321 
(Students MUST also register for 26:030, Section 2) 
26:030 The Community and the Curriculum (20:018, 20 :040, 
25:050) (Corequisite: 26:020) 24:289 Seminar in Educational Media 
1 2 12-4:00 M Kueter EdC 113 1 2 11 :00 MWF B81'11 EdC 321 
24:297 Practicum in Educational Media (Registration raquir;is 
written approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 210) 
1 2-3 arr arr Com 210 
24:299 R-rch in Educational Media (Registration requires 
written approval of Instructor and Department H,iad) 
1 2 arr arr Kueter EdC 629 
2 · arr arr Rudnick EdC · 642 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
24:232 Selection and Integration of Materials ( Registration 
requires written approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 
210) 
80 1-3 arr arr Com 210 
2 2 :10 MWF Rutkowski EdC 321 
26 :234 Philosophy of Education 
1 2 9:50 MWF Reppas EdC 425 
26:285 Readings in Social Foundations (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head, EdC 617) 
1 arr arr arr 
27 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 281 
27·: 102g Introduction to Educational Administration (Limited 
to ~tudents with junior, senior or graduate status) 
1 3 8 :40 Daily Lamberti EdC 406 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 · July 281 27: 141g Instructional Leedership 
E~C 303 
306 
1 3 8:40 Daily Brimm 
24:232 Selection and Integration of Materials ( Registration 
requires written approval of Dr. Hardman, Commons 
210) 27 :204 School and Community Relations 
90 1-3 arr arr Com 210 1 3 9:50 Daily Duea EdC 406 
25 MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 281 
25:050 Classroom Evaluation Instruments (20:017, 20:020, 
20:030) (Coraquisites: 20:018, 20:040) 
1 2 9:50 MWF Lee EdC 323 
2 11 :00 MWF Lee EdC 323 
25: 180g Statistical Methods in Education and Psychology' 
1 3 8:40 Daily Erickson EdC 423 
+ lab hours arr 
25:1819 Group Evaluation Techniques 
1 3 7:30 Daily Rhum 
25:282 Psychodynamics I (25: 181) 
1 3 1:00 Daily Wilson 
25:284 Psychodynamics Ill (25:283) 
1 3 arr arr Scott 
25:294 Educational Research 
1 3 11 :00 Daily • Erickson 






27 :210 School Personnel Administration (27:102 or equivalent! 
1 3 7 :30 Daily D. E. Hanson EdC 406 
27:212 Supervision of the Elementary School 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Due■ EdC 121 
15 
27:220 Curriculum Development in the Elementary School 
1 3 11 :00 Daily EdC 303 
27:221 Administration of the Elementary School (On■ yeer 
teaching experience and written approval of 
306 
Department Head) 
1 3 9:50 Daily J. Doud EclC 303 
305 
27 :226 Supervision of the Secondary School 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Duee EdC 121 
27:227 Curriculum Development in the Secondary School 
1 3 11:00 Daily Brimm EdC 406 
27:228 Administration of the Secondary School (One year 
teaching experience and written approval af th■ 
Department Head) 
1 3 9 :50 Daily Albrecht EclC 403 
27:230 School Laws 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Knutson EdC 322 
SUMMER 1978 
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27 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 28 TEACHING (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 28) (Continued) 8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 28) (Continued) 
27 :240 School Finance (27:102 or equivalent) 
1 3 7 :30 Daily Knu1Son 
28:136 Upper Elem.,tary Teaching (Professional Sequence-
EdC 403 pi,.. I & 11, Prof-ional Semestllr, and approval 
of major departmem:(s)I 
27:241 School Buildings and Sites (27 :102 or equivalent) 
1 2 7:30 MWF EdC 303 
306 
27:242 Decision Making (27:102) 
1 2 8:40 MWF D. L. Hanson EdC 531 
27:243 School Business Managem.,t (27 :240 and written 
approval of I nstructorl 
1 2 arr arr Knutson EdC 628 
27:250 Teaching in College 
1 3 8:40 Daily Kimball 
27 :285 Readings in School Administration (Registration 
requires written approval of Department Head) 
EdC 403 
1 1-3 arr arr D. L Hanson EdC 508 
27:289 Seminar in School Administration (Registration 
requires written;approval of Department Head) 
Interdisciplinary Seminar in School Administration 
1 2 1-4:00 T Duea EdC 521 
27:290 Practicum in School Administration (May be taken in 
more than one area; only twice for credit in same 
area) ( Registration requires written approval of ' 
Instructor for all sections) 
Curriculum and Supervision (Ed.S.I 
1 3 arr arr D. L Hanson EdC 508 
Administration (Ed.S.) 
2 3 arr arr D. L Hanson EdC 508 
27 :299 Research (Registration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr EdC 508 
28 TEACHING 
Not more than 16 semester hours in 28 :132-140 may 6e used to 
meet requirements for baccalaureate degree. Student Teaching 
Approval Cards must be secured from the Office of Student Field 
Experiences, Room 116, Price Laboratory School, before class cards 
are issued. 
8-WEE K SESSION (June 6 · July 28) 
28:132 Early Childhood Teaching (Professional Sequence-Phases 
I & II, Professional Semester, and approval of major 
department(sll · 
1 5 arr Daily 
28 :134 Lower Elementary Teaching (Professional Sequence-
Phases I & 11, Professional'Semester, and approval 
of major department(sl I 
1 5 arr Daily 
28:135 Special Education Teaching (Professional Sequence-Phases 
I & II, Professional Semester, and approval of major 
department(sll 
1 5 arr -Daily 
1 5 arr Daily 
28: 137 Middle School/Junior High School T•ching (Professional 
Sequence-Phasa I & II, Professional Semester, and 
approval of major depertmentlsl) 
1 5 arr Daily 
28: 139 Vocational/Technical Teaching (Professional Sequence-
Phases I & 11, and approval of major department(sl) 
1 8 arr Daily · 
28: 140 Special Area Teaching (Professional Sequence-Ph-
1 & II, and approval of major department(s)) 
1 5 arr Daily 
28:150 Laboratory Practice- Elementary (Registration 
requires approval of the Director of Student 
Field Experiences) (For experienced teachers who 
have not fulfilled the stud-,t teaching requirement 
for certification) 
1 5 arr Daily 
28:250 Advanced Laboratory Practice (Registration requires 
approval of Department Head) 
1 2-4 _ arr Daily 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) 
28: 139 Vocational/Technical Teaching (Professional Sequence-
Phases I & II, and approval of major departmentlsll 
80 4 arr Daily 
28:250 Advanced Laboratory Practice (Registration requires 
approval of Department Head) 
80 1-2 arr Daily 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (Ju'ly 5 • July 281 
) 
28: 139 Vocational/Technical Teaching (Professional Sequence-
Phases I & II, and approval of major department(sl) 
90 4 arr Daily 
28:250 Advanced Laboratory Practice (Registration requires 
approval of Department Head) 
90 1-2 arr Daily / 
29 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
~WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 28) 
29: 102g Introduction to Secondary School Guidance (Limited 
to students with junior, senior or graduate status) 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Lembke EdC 306 
29:104g Introduction to Elementary School Guidance (Limited 
.to students with Junior, senior or graduate status) 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Vernon EdC 420 
29: 110g Information Services in Guidance (Limited to students 
with junior, senior or graduat8 status) 
1 3 7 :30 Daily Lembke EdC 306 
16 
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29 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES (Cont.) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
29: 124g Applied Group Dynamics 
30 SAFETY EDUCATION (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 28) (Continued) 
30: 131g Driver and Traffic Safety II 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Frank EdC 320 1 3 . 11 :00 Daily Eland ErG 
29:203 Analysis of the Individual (25:181 or 29:102) 
1 3 9 :50 Daily Strub EdC 306 
29:205 Techniques of Counseling (29:102 or approval of 
Dr. Frankl 
1 3 8:40 Daily Smith EdC 306 
29:207 Counseling Techniques With Children (29: 104 or 
approval of Dr. Frankl 
1 3 8:40 Daily Vernon EdC 320 
29:210 Management Systems in Guidance (One year teaching 
experience and approval of Dr. Frank) 
1 2 11 : 00 MWF Strub EdC 425 
29:227 Counseling Theory and Methodology (29 :205 or 29 :207) 
1 3 7 :30 Daily Frank EdC 320 
29:230 Student Personnel Programs in Higher Education 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Kimball EdC · 422 
29:235 Supervision of Counseling Services (Registration 
requires written approval of Dr. Frankl 
1 2 arr arr EdC 508 
29:252 Relationship and Marriage Counseling (29 :205 or 
29:207 or 29:227) 
1 3 1 :00 Daily EdC 306 
29:285 Readings in Personnel Services (Registration requires 
written approval of Dr. Frank) 
1 1-3 arr arr Frank EdC 508 
29 :289 Seminar Student Personnel Services 
Agency Counseling 
1 2 . 9 :50 MWF Lembke EdC 320 
29:290 Practicum in Student Services (May be taken in more 
than one area; only twice for credit in same areal 
(29:205 or 29:207) (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
Elementary School Counseling 
1 3 arr arr Smith/Vernon EdC 527 
Secondary School Counseling 
2 3 arr arr Smith/Strub EdC 527 
Non-School Counseling 
3 3 , arr arr Smith EdC 527 
Personnel Administration 
4 3 arr arr Kimball EdC 523 
29 :299 Research (Registration requires written approval of 
Department Heacl) 
' 1 1-3 arr arr EdC 508 
30 SAFETY EDUCATION 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 28) 
30:030 · Principles of Sa(ety Education 
1 3 7 :30 Daily Mazula 
30: 130g Driver and Traffic Safety I 
EdC 120 
1 3 9:50 Daily Eland ErG 
+ 3 hours arr 
17 
+ 3 hours arr 
30: 192g Experie.nce in Safety Education (Registration requires 
written approval _pf Director of Safety Education) 
1 2-4 arr arr Eland ErG 
31 .HOME ECONOMICS 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
31 :112g Tailoring (31 :010 and 31 :015) 
1 3 7:30 · 
9 :40 MTWTh Megivern Wrt 314 
31 : 195 Pre-Professional Experience (Registration requ ires 
written approval of Department Head. All major 
work, including business courses, must be completed) 
Clothin_g and Textiles 
1 2-8 arr arr Megivern Wrt 304 
Foods and Nutrition 
2 2-8 arr arr Canada Wrt 216 
Housing and Interior Design 
3 2-8 arr arr Lakin Wrt 303A 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 30) 
'\ 
-
31 :037 Principles of Nutrition (86:063 or equivalent) 
80 2 7 :30 Daily Spaide Wrt 
+ 8 :40 TTh 
31 :057 Human Relationships and Sexuality 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Franken Wrt 
31 :065 Housing and Home Furnishings (31 :060) 
80 3 7 :30-12 MTWTh Widmer Wrt 
- SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
31 :057 Human Relationships and Sexuality 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Story Wrt 
31 :070 Home Management and Family Finance (Sophomores, 
juniors or seniors) 
90 3 7 :30 • 
9:40 Daily Pershing Wrt 







90 2 9 :50 Daily Canada Wrt 212 
+ 11:00 TTh 
31 :280 Methods and Curriculum in Home Economics 
90 3 1-3:10 DaAy Morgan Sab 107 
SUMMER 1978 
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33 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
S-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
33:005 Prodljction Systems 
1 2 7:30 MWF Browning 
33:020 Communication Systems 
1 2 8 :40 MWF Dennis 
33:032 Power Systems 
1 2 1~:00 MWF Norton 
33: 101g History and Philosophy of Vocational-Technical 
Education 
1 2 arr arr Freitag 
33:159 Cooperative Industrial Experience (Registration 
requjres written approval of Department Head -
involves directed full-time financially reimbursed 
work and study in a selected industry related to 
a student's technical concentration.I 
1 1-3 arr arr Revankar 
33: 169g Applied Photography 
1 2 9:50-12 TTh Dennis 
+ 2 hours arr 
33: 172g Materials Testing (86:0301 
1 2 9 :50 MWF Revankar 
+ 2 hours arr 
33:181g Trade and Technical Course Construction 









33:185g Industrial Technology (Registration requires written 
approval of Instructor. Technical problems selected 
and solved by individuals or small groups of students. I 
Instructional Systems 
1 3 arr arr 
2 arr arr 
Communication Systems 
3 3 , arr arr 
Power Systems 
4 3 arr arr 
Production Systems 
5 3 arr arr 
6 arr arr 
7 arr arr 
33:186g Studies in Graphic Arts 
1 3 1-4:20 TTh 

















33:186g Studies in Mechanisms-Design Oriented Kinematics 
2 3 6-9:00 MW eve Revankar ITC 
33:188g Advisory Committees and Conference Leading 
1 2 arr arr Freitag ITC 
33:.191g Methods of Teaching Trade and Technical Courses 
1 2 arr arr Freitag ' ITC 
33:193g Personnel Evaluation in Vocational-Techl)ical 
Education 
1 2 
33: 196g Industrial Safety 
arr arr 




33:214 Problems in Teaching Industrial Educat ion 
1 4 7:30 Daily 




33 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY (Colitinued) 
S-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
33:270 Research Projects in Industrial Technology (33:292 
3 or approval of Instructor) 
3 
1 3 1:00 MWF ITC 
+ 4 hours arr 


















+ 1 hour arr 
33:292 Research Methods in Industrial Technology 
1 2 9:50-12 MWF ITC 
33:297 Practicum (Registration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
1 2 arr arr Rudisill ITC 
33:299 Research (Registration requires -itten approval 
of Department Headl 
1 1-3 arr arr Rudisill ITC 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 





80 4 8-4:00 Daily Betts ITC 6 
33: 186g Studies in Production Systems 
81 4 8-4:00 TWThF Pine 
Darrow 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 ~ July 281 
33: 128g Building Trades Mechanical 
90 4 8-4 :00 Daily Betts 
33: 186g Studies in Organization and Administration of 
Industrial Arts Education 
90 4 8-4':00 TWThF Rudisill 
Browning 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
33:133g Energy Concepts Workshop (June 6-16) 
1 2 8-4:00 Daily 





14 2 2 8-4:00 Daily Norton ITC 7 
33:133g Numerical-Control Workshop (July 10-21) 







35 LIBRARY SCIENCE 
S-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
35: 110g Introduction to Librarianship 
1 2 1 :00 MWF Martin 
35:113g Media Selection 
1 3 11 :00 Daily McGrew 
35: 118g Reference (35 : 11.3 or approval of I nstructorl 
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35 LIBRARY SCIENCE (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
36:1219 Introduction to the Instructional Materials Center 
1 4 7:30 TTh Lib 123 
+ 8 :40 Daily 
36: 132g Library Materials for Children 
1 4 7:30 WF McGr-
+ 8 :40 Daily 
35:223 School Media Services 
1 3 1 :00 Daily, Hodges 
35:226 Administration of the l'nstructional Materials 
Center 136:113, 35:121, and at least one other 
Library Science course) 
Lib 124 
Lib 124 
1 3 2:10 Daily Hiland Lib 123 
35:236 Imaginative Materials (36 : 113 or approval of 
Instructor) 
1 3 9:50 Daily Hodges Lib 124 
36:285 Individualized Readings (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr Martin 
36:290 Practicum in School Librarianship ( Registration 
requires written approval of Department Head) 
1 1-4 arr arr Martin 
36:296 R-rch in Library and Information Science 
1 3 9 :50 Daily Hiland Lib 123 
35:299 R-rch (Registration requires written approval 
of DIIP,llrtment Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr Martin 
37 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NOTE: All Physical Education courses are open to men and women. 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6- July 28) 
37:010 First Aid and Personal Safety (Combined Standard 
- and Instructor's Course) 
1 2 · 7:30 MWF Stych MGm 206 
2 9:50 MWF Stych MGm 206 
37:113g Community Health 
1 2 8:40 MWF Cryer EdC 321 
37: 169 Camp Counseling Practicum (Registration requires 
written approval of Instructor) 
1 2 arr arr Cooper WPI 102 
37: 159g Hulth Problems in the School 
- 2 2 _ 7:30 MWF Cryer EdC 321 
37: 169g Sports Camp Leadership (Registration requires written 
approval of Department Heed) 
3 1-3 arr •" Briggs MGm 102 
Thrall 
37: 188g Studies in Recreation (Registration requires written 
approval of I nstructorl 
1 1-3 arr arr Cooper VIFI 102 
37:189g Readings in Physical Education (Registration requires 
written approval of the Instructor) 
1 1-3 arr '" Crawford WGm 203 
2 arr arr E. GrNn MGm 102 
37 PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
37:251 Advanced Kinesiology (37:050 and 37:151 or 38:150) 
37:274 
37:299 --. 
1 _3 8:40 Daily Thrall EdC 322 
Measurement and Evaluation in Physical Education 
(25:180) 
1 3 7 :30 Daily Schwarzenbach EdC 322 
Research (Registration requires written approval 
of the Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr Crawford WGm 203 
2 arr arr E. Green MGm 102 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
37:010 First Aid and Personal Safety-Standard Course 
(Red Cross certification to those who qualify) 
80 1 8 :40 , MWF Cooper WGm 304 
I 
37:013 Physical Education for the Elementary Grades 
(Sophomore standing) (No credit for a student 
with credit in ,37:014) 
80 2 7 :30 
9:40 Daily Thompson WGm 214 
37:015 Personal Health 
80 2 11 :00 Daily Sevy EdC 403 
+ 2 hours arr 
37:273 Physical Education in the Public Schools 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Crawford WGm 104 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5- July 28) 
37:013 Physical Education for the E'lementary Grades 
(Sophomore sta11ding) (No credit for a student 
with credit in 37:014) 
90 2 7 :30 , 
9:40 Daily Marston WGm 214 
37:280 Motor Learning 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Yager WGm 104 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
37: 133g Workshop: Public Law 94-142: Interpretation and 
Implementation in Physical Education (June 6-16) 
1 2 9-12 :00 Daily Cathey WGm 213 
37:133g Workshop on Curriculum Development for Co-educational 
Physical Education (June 19-30) 
2 2 1-4:00 Daily Schwarzenbach EdC 303 
306 
37: 133g Workshop on Trends and Issues in Sex Education 
(June 6-16) 
3 2 1-4:00 Daily Cryer EdC 303 
37:133g Sports Techniques Workshops 
Swimming (July 10-21) 
4 2 9-12:00 Daily Cooper 
Volleyball (July 17-28) 




37:133g Workshop: Conditioning Program Design (July 17-28) 
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37 PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued) 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS ('Continued) 
37: 177 Internship in Recreation (Senior standing; corequisite 
37:188) (Registration requires written approval of 
Instructor) (May 15-August 18) 
1 14 arr arr Mertesdorf WGm 105 
K. Green 
37: 188 Seminar in Recreation (Senior standing; corequisite 
37: 177) ' (May 15-August 18) 
1 2 arr · arr Mertesdorf WGm 105 
K. Green · 
38 PHYSICAL EDUCATION, MEN 
l',IOTE: All Physicai Education courses are open to men and women. 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
38 PHYSICAL EDUCATION, MEN 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) (Continued) 
38:001 Physical Conditioning for Fitness and Weight Con1rol 
BE 1 7:30 Daily Burton PEC 142 
+ 1 hour arr 
SF 12:00 Daily E. Green PEC 142 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Recquetball 
BG 1 9:50 Daily Henry 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Skin and Scuba Diving 
8H 1 7 :30 
9:40 MWTh Henry 
38:001 Beginning Swimming 
SJ 1 12:00 Dally Henry 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Intermediate Swimming 
SK 1 12:00 Daily Henry 
PEC 285 
MGm , 113 . 
MGm 113 
MGm 113 38:001 Advanced Conditioning and Weight Training 
1 1 · 2:10 MWTh PEC 142 + 1 hour arr 
38:040 Cardiac Life Support: Basic Rescuer and Instructor 
(May qualify for American Heart Association Certificate) 
1 2 8:40 MWF Stiles MGm 207 
38:115g Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries I (38:150 
or equivalent) 
1 2 , 11:00 MWThF Burton MGm 204. 
38 :140g Experience in Cardiac Rehabilitation (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) 
1 2 6:3~ MWF amStiles PEC 216 
38: 150g Anatomy and Kinesiology 
1 3 8 :40 Daily 




38:155g Conditioning Theory and Practice 
1 2 8 :40 MWF E. Green 
38 :172 Group Leadership (Registration requires written 
approval of Department Head) 
1 1 arr arr Thra Ii 
38:175g Organization and Administration of Competitive 
Sports 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Erusha 
38 :177g Psychological Aspects of Coaching 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Patten 








SA 1 12:00 Daily Schwarzenbach PEC 285 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Beginning Tennis 
BM 1 7:30 Dally 
+ 1 hour arr 
8N 9:50 Daily 
+ 1 hour arr 
SP 12:00 Daily 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Advanced Tennis 
SR 1 12:00 Daily 









38: 160g Advanced Sports Theory (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Heed for 
undergraduates) (May be rep•ted for a maximum 
of 6 hours credit) 
Basketball 
82 2 7:30 Daily Berry EdC 422 
+ 2 hours arr 
Football 
83 2 7 :30 Dally Erusha EdC 425 
+ 2 hours arr · 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July§ - July 28) 
38:001 Beginning Golf 
90 1 12:00 Dally IC. Green MGm 207 
+ 1 hour arr ' 
' 38:001 Advanced Golf 
91 1 12:00 Daily K. Green MGm 207 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Physical Conditioning for Fitness and Weight Con1rol 
92 1 12:00 Dally King PEC 142 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:001 Beginning Golf' · 38:001 Recquetb■II 
SB 1 11 :00 Daily K. Green MGm 207 93 1 9:50 Dally Henry 
+ 1 hour arr + 1 hour arr 
PEC 286 
SC 12:00 Daily K. Green MGm 207 
+ 1 hour arr 38:001 Skin and Scuba Diving 
94 1 7:30 
38:001 Advanced Golf 9:40 MWTh Henry MGm 113 
80 1 12:00 Daily K. Green MGm 207 
+ 1 hour arr 38:001 Beginning Tennis 
95 1 12 :00 Daily Anderson PEC 285 
+ 1 hour arr 
20 
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38 PHYSICAL EDUCATION, MEN 39 PHYSICAL-EDUCATION, WOMEN 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 281 !Continued) SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 · July 281 IContinuedl 
38:0 01 Advanced Tennis 
96 1 12:00 Daily Anderson PEC 286 
+ 1 hour arr 
38:160g Advanced Sports Theory IR19istration requires written 
approval of Department Held for undergrlcluatesl 
IM1y be repeated for I maximum of 8 hours creditl 
Baseball 
91 2 7:30 Daily Anderson EdC 425 
+ 2 hours arr 
Track 
96 2 7:30 Daily King EdC 422 
+ 2 hours arr 
Wrestling 
97 2 7:30 Daily Patten EdC 113 
+ 2 hours arr 
39 PHYSICAL EDUCATION, WOMEN 
NOTE: All Physical Education courses are open to men and women. 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 30) 
39:0 01 Beginning Archery 
80 1 11:00 Daily 
+ 1 hour arr 
39:001 Beginning Golf 
81 1 7:::J() 
9:40 MWF 







39:001 Beginning Swimml119 I For thOl8 who have had little 
or no instruction, cannot swim in deep -ter) 
39:001 Beginning Tennis 
93 1 11 :00 Daily 
+ 1 hour arr 
94 1:00 Daily 




FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 301 
40:008 I ntroductlon to Psychology 
80 3 7:30 




40: 123g Introduction to Behavior Modification 140:008 or 
equivalent) 
80 3 1-3:10 Dally Hellwig Sab 121 
40: 151g Psychological M•surement 140:008 arid 40:049 
OR approval of Instructor) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Harrington Sib 301 
40:15711 Industrial Psychology I: Personnel Psycholo gy 
140:008 or equivalent) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Whitsett S■b 307 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 281 
40:008 Introduction to Psychology 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Sib 301 
40:11811 History and Systems of Psycholo gy 140:008 or 
83 1 1 :00 Daily Cooper WPI 22 equivalent) 
+ 1 hour arr 
39:001 Beginning Tennis 
84 1 8:40 Daily Doody WGm 114 
+ 1 hour arr 
85 _ 11:00 Dally Huddleston WGm 114 
+ 1 hour arr 
86 1:00 Daily Thompson WGm 114 
.+ 1 hour arr 
87 2:10 Dally Doody WGm 114 
+ 1 hour arr 
39: 145g Pre vention and Rehabilitation of Women's Athletic 
Injuries 137:050 or approved equivalentl 
80 3 7:30 • 
9:40 Daily Huddleston WGm 305 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 281 
39:001 Beginning Archery 
90 3 7:30 • 
9:40 Daily Gilgan -Sib 207 
40: 170g Drugs and I ndividu■l Behavior I Junior standing 
OR approval of Instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Walsh Sab 307 
45 SOCIAL WORK 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 281 
45:085 R•ean:h Methods in Social Relations 198:068, 
86:0801 ICrou listed as 98:0851 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Kramer S■b 103 
45:184 Field Instruction (45:191) (Registration re quires 
written approval of Field Instruction Committ■el 
1 8 arr arr Anderson 
90 1 11 :00 Daily Crawford 
+ 1 hou·r arr 
WGm 14 45:188 Advanced Field Instruction (45:184 and written 
approval of Instructor) 
39:001 Beginning Golf 
91 1 7:30 • 
9:40 MWF Weishaupt PEC 186 
39:001 Intermediate Swimming IFor those who have had limited 
Instruction but can swim length of pool) 
92 1 1 :00 Daily Cooper WPI 22 
+ 1 hour arr 
21 
1 8 ·arr arr Young 
46: 189 Readings In Social Work 16 hours of Social Work 
and written approval of Department Held. May be 
repeated only with approval al Department H•dl 
1 1-3 •r arr 
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45 SOCIAL WORK (Continued) 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
45:140 S,ocial Welfare Policy and Services I 
80 3 7:30 -
9:40 Daily Fox Sab 103 
45 :163g Minority Group Relations (98 :058) (Cross listed '. 
as98 :130) 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Greene Sab 217 
45: 164g Human Behavior and the Social Environment (31 :055 
or 40:120 and 40:160 or 98:100 or approval of · 
Instructor) 
80 3 9:5<t_12 Daily Keefe Sab 213 
45 : 189 Readings in Social Work (6 hours of Social Woli< 
and written approval of Department Head. May be 
repeated only with- written approvat of Department 
Head) 
80 1-3 arr ar~ 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
45:189 Readings in Social Work (6 hours of Social Work 
and written approval of Department Head. May be 
repeated only with written approval of Department 
Head) ' 
90 3 arr arr 
50 SPEECH 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6- July 28) 
50 SPEECH (Continued) 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
I 
50: 133g Repertory Theatre Woli<shop (June 2-July 28) 
(Registration requires written approval of 
Department Head) 
1 3-6 arr arr Willlems 
51 SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
51:156 Clinical Practice (51 :125 or approval of Instructor) 
1 ~-2 •r •r Highnam SAC 217 
+ lab hours arr 
51 : 255 Advanced Clinical Practice (51: 155) 
1 1-2 arr arr Phelps SAC 212 
• + lab hours arr 
51 :258 Audiology Practicum 
1 2 •r arr Baykirch SAC 2ff1 
51 :289 Seminar in Speech Pathology-Language Development 
and Cognitive.Theory . 
1 2 2: 10 MWF Highnam SAC 238 
51 :290 Differential Diagnostics (Open only to graduate 
students who are in their last sarMStar of study) 
1 2 7:30 MWF Walls SAC 217 
51 :299 Research (Registration requires written approval of 
Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr 
50:026 Fundamentals of Speech 
1 3 9 :50 Daily Hall SAC 116 F!RST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
50:072 Beginning Fiction Film Production 51 : 101 g Speech Correction for the Classroom T•char 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Scholz Aud 337 1 3 9:50-12 Daily Boots SAC 212 · 
50: 130g Creative Dramatics for Children 
1 3 2: 10 Daily Regan SAC 111 52 MUSIC 
50:139 Principles of Discussion 
1 3 8:40 Daily Nelson SAC 109 FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June'& - June 30) 
50:169 Radi~ Television Internship (Registration reqµires 
approval of Department Head) 52:020 Exploring Music 
80 2 9:50 Daily Duncan 1 1-4 arr arr Scholz 
50:289 Seminar in Teaching Speech 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Maberry-
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
50:289 Seminar in Interpretation-Choral Reading 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Scott 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
50: 102g Non-Verbal Communication 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Jensen 
50:289 Seminar in American Theatre 







+ 11 :00 TTh 
52:221 Music Research and Biblloc,raphy 
80 2 7:30 Daffy Bock 
+ 8:40 TTh 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
52:020 Exploring Music 
90 2 7 :30 Daily Hogancamp 
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54 MUSIC, APPLIED 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
STUDENTS TAKING APPLIED MUSIC FOR THE FIRST TIME 
MUST SEE THE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, MARY 
BECKMAN, FOR INSTRU.CTOR ASSIGNMENT. ALL STUDENTS 
ALSO MUST SECURE APPLIED MUSIC APPROVAL CARDS 
FROM THE ASSIGNED INSTRUCTOR PRIOR TO PULLING 











57 MUSIC METHODS (Continued) 
SECOND 4-WEEK SE§SION (July 5 • July 281 
57: 159g Advanced Instrumental Pedagogy - Bra SI/Percussion 
90 2 9:50 Daily Shephard Rsl 
+ 11 :00 TTh Hogancamp 
57:159g Marching Band Techniques 
91 2 1 :00 Daily Shephard Rsl 
+ 2:10 TTh 
57: 186g Studfes in Advanced Choral Conducting Techniques 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Cowan Ral 
58 MUSIC THEORY 































Composition 58:059 Music Theory for No~Majors 
80 2 9:50 Daily Beckman Rsl 122 Tuba 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 281 
STUDENTS TAKING APPLIED MUSIC FOR THE FIRST TIME 
MUST , SEE THE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, ROB 
KRUEGER, FOR INSTRUCTOR ASSIGNMENT. ALL STUDENTS 
ALSO MUST SECURE APPLIED MUSIC APPROVAL CARDS 
FROM THE ASSIGNED INSTRUCTOR PRIOR TO PULLING 
COURSE CARDS IN THE SCHEDULING OFFICE. 
APPLIED AREAS 
54:030 Flute 54:040 Percussion 
54:031 Oboe 54:041 Violin 
54:032 Clarinet 54:042 Viola 
54:033 Bassoon 54:043 Cello 
54:034 Saxophone 54:044 String Bass. 
54:035 French Hom 54:046 Piano 
54:036 Cornet-Trumpet 54:048 Organ 
54 :037 Trombone 54:049 Voice 
54:038 Baritone 54:054 Composition 
54 :039 Tuba 
57 MUSIC METHODS 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
57 :110g Guitar in the Classroom 
80 2 1 :00 Daily Barry Rsl 111 
+ 2:10 TTh 
57:159g Advanced Instrumental Pedagogy - Woodwind/Percussion 
80 2 9:50 Daily Pritchard Rsl 60 
+ 11 :00 TTh Hogancamp 
57:159g Reedmaking and Adjustment 
81 2 1 :00 Daily Wendt Rsl 58 
+ 2:10 TTh 
57 :197g Instrumental Upkeep and Repair 
· 80 2 7:30 Daily Wendt Rsl 58 
+ 8 :40 TTh 
57:220 Psychology of Music 
80 2 1 :00 Daily Bock Rsl 126 
+ 2:10 TTh 
23 
+ 11 :00 TTh 
58 : 180 Theory Survey for Graduates 
80 2 9:50 Daily Michaelides Rsl 124 
+ 11 :00 TTh 
58:210 Advanced Form and Style Analysis I (58: 180) 
80 2 9:50 Daily Jarnigan Rsl 126 
+ 11:00 TTh 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 28) 
58: 110g Analysis of Music Literature (58 :013) 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Jernigan Rsl 124 
58 :186g Studies in Choral Arranging 
90 2 1 :00 Daily Michaelides Rsl 126 
+ 2 :10 TTh 
58:211 Advanced Form and Style Analysis II (58:180) 
90 2 7:30 Daily Michaelides Rsl 122 
+ 8:40 TTh 
59 MUSIC LITERATURE 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
59 : 112g Music Literature - Classic/Romantic (59 :010; 
59 :011) 
80 3 1-3:10 ~aily Pritchard Rsl . 122 
59 :120g Performance Literature for Voice (Emphasis on 
materials suitable for secondary schools) 
80 2 9:50 Daily Smalley Rsl 120 
+ 11 :00 TTh 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
59:011 History of Music II (52:020) 
90 3 1-3:10 Daily Kratzenstein . Rsl 118 
59:159 Survey of Jazz History and Styles 
90 3 7 :30 
9 :40 Daily Lawn Rsl 124 
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60ART 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
60:001 The Visual World (lab fee $5.00) 
1 3 7 :30 -
9:40 Daily Harris 
60:018 Drawing (lab fee $5.00) 
1 3 9 :50-12 Daily Gogel 
60 :050 Ceramics (lab fee $30.00) 
1 3 9:50-12 Daily Harris 
60 :086 Studies in Art - Gallery Management 






60: 118g Advanced Drawing (60:018) (3 hours limit on first 
registration) (lab fee $5.00) 
1 1-5 9 :50-12 Daily Gogel A&I 134 
62 ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
62 :201 Introduction to Graduate Study in English 
1 3 3:20 Daily Remington Sab 129 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
62 :001 Writing : Fundamentals (Does not count for credit 
on either English majors or minors) 
62 :031 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Hubly Sab 
Introduction to literature (May not be taken for 
major credit) 
80 3 7 :30 -
9 :40 Daily Hiduke Sab 
62 :070 Creative Writing (May not be repeated for credit) 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Rackstraw Sab 




60:148g Contemporary Art History 
1 3 8:40 Daily Wethl i A&I 210 80 3 1-3 :10 Daily Gish Sab 207 
60 :150g Advanced Ceramics (60:050) (3 hours limit on first 
registration) ( Lab fee $50.00) 
1 1-5 9:50-12 Daily Harris CER 
60: 186g Studies in Art - Gallery Management 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Shaman 
60:275 Graduate Studio (Registration requires written 
approval of Chairperson, Graduate Studies) 
Ceramics 
1 2-8 arr arr 
Drawing 
2 2-8 arr arr 
Painting 
3 2-8 arr arr 
Printmaking 
4 2-8 arr arr 
60:286 Studies in Art - Gallery Management 
1 2 11 :00 MWF Shaman 
60:289 Seminar in Art : Cr itique and Analysis 
1 2 3:20 MWF Gogel 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
New Art 
Gallery 
New Art .· 
Gallery 
A&I 126 
62: 148g Shakespeare 
80 3 7 :30 
9 :40 Daily Kalmar Sab 13 
62: 190g The Teaching of English (Credit also as a course 
in Education for a student whose major is English) 
80 3 1-3 :10 Daily Wheeler Sab 213 
62:284 Seminar in Literature 
Modern Fiction : John Gardner, Doris lessing, 
Saul Bellow and John Fowles 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily McKean Sri 234 
62 :292 Teaching English in the Community College 
80 3 7 :30 
9 :40 Daily LaRocque Sab 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
62:001 Writing : Fundamentals (Does not count for credit 
on either English majors or minors) 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Wood Sab 
62:034 Analysis of Literary Forms 
90 3 1-3 :10 Daily Remington Sab 




90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Cawelti A&I 210 
60:040 Survey of Art History I 
80 3 1-3 :10 Daily Shaman A&I 210 62:053 American Masterpieces (Does not count for credit 
on English major) 
90 3 7 :30 -60:080 Painting (lab fee $5.00) 
80 3 1-5 :30 Daily Haupt A-2 109 9 :40 Daily Samuels Sab 301 
60 :180g Advanced Painting (60:080) (3 hours limit on first 
registration) ( Lab fee $5.00) 
80 1-5 1-5:30 Daily Haupt A-2 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
60:13311 Color Photography Workshop (July 5-15, including 
· Saturdays) (Lab fee $25.00) 
1 2 8 :40 -
4 :20 Daily Estabrook A-2 
+ hours arr 
60:233 Color Photography Workshop (July 5-15, including 
Saturdays) (Lab fee $25.00) 
1 2 8:40 -
109 
9 
4:20 Daily Estabrook A- 2 9 
+ hours arr 
62 : 126g The American Short Story 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Day Sab 13 
62:232 American Realist ic and Naturalistic Literature 
90 3 1-3 :10 Daily T. Hovet Sab 213 
SPECIAL eROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
62: 193g The Teaching of Writing (June 12-30) 
1 3 7:30-12 Daily Kovich Sab 129 
24 
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63 LINGUISTICS 
8-WEE K SESSION (June 6 • July· 28) 
63: 105g English Language for Foreign Students · 
1 3 8:40 Daily 
63:125g Introduction to Linguistics 
1 3 7:30 Daily Shields 
63 :130g The Structure of English 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Tharp 
63:160g Sociolinguistics and Dialectology (63:132 or 
63:1341 
1 3 8:40 Daily Shields 
63:285 Seminar in Language 
Methodology of Language Teaching, Historical 
Perspective 
SUMMER 1978 
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66 JOURNALISM 
8-WEE K SESSION (June 6 • July 281 
66:032 Introduction to Mass Medi■ 
S■b ' 227 1 3 7:30 Daily DeHoff EdC 252 
Sab 307 
68 HUMANITIES 
Sri . 235 8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 281 
68 :021 Humanities I 
Sab 307 1 4 7:30 Daily Sandstrom Sab 311 
+ 8:40 TTh 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
1 3 9:60 Daily Welden S■b 227 
68 :124 Foreign Area Studies - China 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 28) 
63:285 Seminar in Language 
Psycholinguistics 
90 3 1-3:10 Daily 
64 RELIGION 
Robbins 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 281 
64:124g Religions of the World 
s,i, 221 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Cheng 
68 :130 Culture of the Ghetto (May be repeated once 
for credit but not for Gen•al Education credit) 
(Contact Instructor first week of classesl 
(Must also register for 68 :1311 
S■b 327 
80 2 9:50 Daily Parker EdC 252 
+ 2 hours arr 
68: 131 Practical Experience in Ghetto Living (May be 
repeated once for credit but not for G erieral 
Education creditl (Contact 1,.tructor first week 
of classes) (Must also register for 68:130) 
80 2 irr arr Parker SMO El 
1 3 8:40 Daily Crownfield 
2 • 11 :00 Daily Crownfield ~= ~~~ SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
64:189g Individual Rudings in Religion (Registration 
. requires -itten approval of Department Headl 
(May be repeated for a maximum of 6 hours) . 
1 1-3 arr arr 
65 PH I LO SOPHY 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 281 
65:021 Introduction to Philosophy 
1 3 9:50 Daily Hallberg S■b 223 
65: 189g Individual Readings in Philosophy ( Registration 
requires -itten approval of Department Head I 
(May be repeated for a maximum of 6 hours) 
1 1-3 arr arr 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 301 
65:145g Logic 
80 3 7 :30 
68 : 125 Foreign Area Studias - India 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Newell S■b 327 
72 FRENCH 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 301 
72:001 Elementary French I (Class period includes 1 hour 
of drill) 
80 4 8:40-12 Daily Oates Aud 247 
72:091 Bilingual Pr•practicum (Registration requires 
written approval of I nstructorl 
80 2 arr arr Oates Bak 242 
72:297 Practicum 
80 2 arr arr Oates Bak 242 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
72 :1339 Oral Survival Skills (July 5-141 
9:40 Daily Morgan Sab 121 1 1 9-11 :00 Daily Oates Sri 201 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 281 
72:1339 French Grammar and Letter Writing (July 17-281 
2 1 9-10:15 Daily Oates Sri 201 
66: 186g Studies in Philosophy : Freud and Civilization 
90 2 11 :00 Daily Thompson Sab 317 
+ 2 hours arr 
72:1339 French in the Medi■ (July 17-281 
3 1 10:30 
11 :46 Daily Oates Sri 201 
25 
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78 SPANISH 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 28) 
78:001 Elementary Spanish I (Class period includes 1 hour 
of drilll 
1 5 8:40-11 Daily Nodarse OAd 317 
78:002 Elementary Spanish 11 (78:001 or equivalent) 
1 5 8:40-11 Daily Vernon OAd 220 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 30) 
78:123g ·spanish Civilization (Prerequisite or corequisite: 
- 78:101 or equivalent) 
80 3 8:40 · 
10:50 Daily Munoz Aud 244 
78:185g Written Translation (78:101 or equivalent! · 
80 2 12-2:00 Daily Vernon 
78: 191g Bilingual Practic~m (78:091 and 78:101 or 
equivalent; registration requires written 
approval of I nstructor I 
80 2 arr arr Nodarse 
78: 195g Psycholinguistics: Spanish (Prerequisite or 
corequisite: 78:101) 
80 2 2:10 . 




78:297 Practicum (Registration requires written approval 
of. Instructor) · 
80 1 arr arr Vernon OAd 220 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 28) 
78: 103g Advanced Conversation (Prerequisite or corequisite: 
78 :101 or equivalent) -
. 90 2 2:10 . 
4:20 Daily Vernon OAd 317 
78:186g Studies in Spanish: Reading Skills 
90 2 12-2:00 Daily Nodarse OAd 317 
78:186g Studies in Spanish: Problems in Spanish Grammar 
' 91 1 9:50 MWF Zucker Aud 244 
78:191g Bilingual Practicum (78:091 and 78:101 or 
equivalent; registration requires written 
approval of Instructor) 
90 2 arr arr Nodarse 
78:286 Studies in Spanish: Generation of '98 
90 2 7:30 Daily Zucker 
+ 8:40 TTh 
OAd 317 
Aud 244 
78:297 Practicum (Registration requires written approval 
of Instructor) 
90 1 arr arr Vernon OAd 220 
80 MATHEMATICS 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • July 28) 
80:020 Mathematics for General Education ·· 
26 
1 3 9:50 Daily Wiesa,feld Wrt 318 
2 9:50 Daily Horne Wrt 16 
(Registration for Section 2 requires the approval 
of the I nstructorl 
80:030 Foundations of Arithmetic 
1 3 1 :00 Daily Baum Wrt 316 
80:040 Basic Collegiate Mathematics (Replaces 80:045) 
1 4 7:30 Daily Rule · Wrt 318 
+ 8:40 TTh 
80:046 Elementary Analysis 
1 4 1:00 Daily Bruha Wrt 318 
+ 2:10 TTh 
80:070 Introduction to Programming 
1 2 7:30 MTWTh Walljasper Wrt 113 . 
80: 131 g Geometry for the Elementary Teach er (80 :030) 
1 3 9:50 Daily Nelson .Wrt 116 
80: 156g Introduction to Complex Analysis (80:062) 
1 3 11 :00 Daily Schurrer Wrt 109 
80:161g LinearAlgebra (80:160) 
1 3 9:50 Daily Myung Wrt 109 · 
80: 165g Introduction to Modern Geometries (80:046) 
1 4 1 :00 Daily Longneecker Wrt, 17 
+ 2:10 TTh 
80:170g Fundamentals of Computer Programming (No credit for 
students with credit in 80:070) 
1 2 7:30 MTWTh Walljasper Wrt 113 
80: 171g Introduction to Computer Science (80 :070) 
Computer Logic 
1 2 9:50 MTWTh Walljasper Wrt 113 
Computer Applications 
2 2 11 :00 MTWTh Walljasper Wrt 113 
(NOTE: Both 80: 171, Section 1, and 80:171, 
Section 2, are needed to satisfy the 80:171 
requirement on any program.) 
80: 172g Fundamentals of Statistical Methods 
1 3 9:50 Daily Lott Wrt 
80: 195g Teaching Gifted and Talented. Students in Mathematics 
(80:134) 
1 2 8:40 MTWTh Litwiller Wrt 
315 
116 
80:201 Mathematical Analysis I (80:147) 
1 3 8:40 Daily Dotseth Wrt 315 
80:265 Systems of Geometry (80:1651 
1 3 7:30 Daily Duncan Wrt 17 
80:290 Problems in Teaching Junior High School Mathematics 
(Registration requires written approval of Department 
Head) . 
1 2 11 :00 MTWTh Litwiller Wrt 318 
80:291 Problems in Teaching High School Mathematics 
(Registration requires written approval of · 
Department Head) 
1 2 11 :00 MTWTh Litwiller Wrt 318 
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80 MATHEMATICS (Continued) 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
80: 1349 Teec:hlng of Mathematics in the Elementary School 
180:030 and 80:131) 
. 80 2 7 :30 Daily Wilkinson Wrt 109 
. . + 8:40 TTh 
80:1919 Contemporary Mathematics Curricula 180:134 or 
80:190) 
80 2 11 :00 Daily Wilkinson Wrt 116 
+ 2 hours arr 
SECQND 4WE~K SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
80:280 Elem~tary School Mathematics- Curriculum 
90 3 1-3: 10 Daily Rathmell Wrt 116 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
80:133g Workshop: Teachin11the Metric System in the Elementary 
School I.June 2S-30) 
1 1 2:10 • 
5: 10 Daily Baum Wrt 116 
80: 133g Workshop: Strategies for Helping Children Learn 
the Basic Facts IJuly 10-14) 
2 1 8:40 • 
11 :40 Daily · Rathmell Wrt 17 
80:133g Workshop: Diagnosis and Remediation of Learning 
Difficulties I.July 17-211 
3 1 1-4:00 Daily Nelson Wrt 109 
82 SCIENCE 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 28) 
82:270 Special Problems in Science Education• Seminar 
in Chemistry.Physics Teaching (At least one year 
experience teaching High School Chemistry and/or 
Physics) 
90 2 1-3:10 MTWTh Unruh Sci 2246 
84 BIOLOGY 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · July 28) 
84:023 Life: Adaptation and Survival 
1 3 1-3:10 ' MW TePaske 
+ 1-3:10 TTh 
84:024 Life: Form .,d Function 
1 3 9:50-12 MW Dowell 
+ 9:50-12 TTh 
84:025 Life: The Cell 
1 3 7:30 
9:40 MW Orr 
+ 7:30 







84 BIOLOGY (Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
84: 114g Animal Physiology (84:023, 84:024, 84:025 
and 86:048) 
1 4 9 :50-12 MWF Simpson Sci 1536 
+ 9:50-12 tTh BRC 55 
+ 2 hours arr 
84: 130g Protozoology (84:024, 84:025, plus one other 
Life course) 
1 4 3:20 • 
5:30 MWF Allegre Sci 1532 
+ 3:20 · 
5:30 TTh Sci 1450 
84: 131g Animal Behavior (84:023, plus 2 other Life courses) 
1 4 7:30 
9:40 MWF TePaske Sci 1532 
+ 7:30 -
9:40 TTh BRC 3 
84: 132g Parasitology (84: 112 or approval of Instructor! 
1 4 9 :50-12 MWF Wilson BRC 3 
+ 9 :50-12 TTh BRC 3 
84: 151g General Microbiology (86 :048, 84:025; plus 2 other 
Life courses) · 
1 4 1-3:10 MWF Goss Sci 1532 
+ 1-3:10 TTh Sci 1263 
84: 160g Field Zoology of Vertebrates (84:021, 84:022 
plus one other Life course) 
1 A 1-3:10 MWF Dowell Sci 1536 
+ 1'.3:10 TTh Sci 1446 
84:189g Seminar in Biology: 
Mushrooms 
1 1 7-9 :00 M eve Goss Sci 1753 
84:230 Special Problems in Biology (Registration requires 
. written approval of Department Head) 
1 1-6 arr arr Sci 2438 
84:299 Research I Registration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr Sci 2438 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 · June 30) 
84:031 Anatomy and Physiology I (For Nurses, Physical 
Therapists, Dental Hygienists) 
80 4 8-9:50 Daily Riggs Sci 2532 
+10-12:00 Daily Sci 2455 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
84:032 Anatomy and Physiology II (For Nurses, Physical 
Therapists, Dental Hygienists) 
90 4 8-9:50 Daily Riggs Sci 2532 
+10-12:00 Daily Sci 2437 
86 CHEMISTRY 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
86:041 Introductory Physiological Chemistry (Nurses only) 
1 3 9:50-12 MW Lyon Sci 3436 
+ 9 :50-12 TTh Sci 3444 
27 
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86 CHEMISTRY {Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) (Continued) 
86:044 ·General Chemistry I 
1 4 7:30 
9 :40 MWF Wehner 
+ 7 :30 
10:50 TTh 
86:048 General Chemistry I IA (86:044) (No credit for 
studenu with credit in 86:046) 
Sci 3252 
Sci 3246 
1 4 1-3:10 MWF Lyon Sci 3252 
+ 1-4:20 TTh Sci 3246 
+ 5 hours arr 
86:050 Bio-Organic Chemistry (86:048) (No credit for 
students with credit in 86:123) 
.1 4 7 :30 
9:40 MWF . Richter Sci 3755 
+ 7 :30 -
10:50 TTh Sci 3445 
86:120g Organic Chemistry I (86:046 or 86:048) 
1 3 1-3:10 MWF Macmillan Sci 3755 
86: 121g Organic Chemistry laboratory I (86:120 
prerequisite or corequisite) 
1 2 1-4:20 TTh Wiley Sci 3445 
+ 5 hours arr 
86: 132g Quantitative Analysis (86:046 or 86:048) 
87 EARTH SCIENCE {Continued) 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 -July 281 (Contjnuedl 
87:299 R•earch (Registration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
1 1-3 arr arr 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
87 :280 Problems in Earth Science: X-ray Cr.ystallography 
I Registration requires written approval of 
Instructor) · 
80 3 7 :30 -
9:40 Daily DeNault Phy 301 
+ arr_ laboratory time 
This course will cover crystal symmetry, Miller indicas, 
space groups, introductory X-ray physics, diffraction 
theory, and crystal-structure analysiL Emphasis will 
be on laboratory procedures and techniques including 
identification of unknowns and determination of 
crystal parameters. Teachers will have an opportunity 
to develop instructional materials for use in their 
cllSSrooms. Other participants will have an opportunity 
to analyze materials relevant to their research 
interestL 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS ANDWORKSHOPS 
87: 133g Workshop : Earth Science for Teachers (Registration 1 4 7:30 
9 :40 MW Wiley Sci 3436 requ ires written approval of Instructor) (June 12-30) 
+ 7:30 - 1 1-3 1-4:00 Daily Kelsey Sci 2246 
10:50 TTh 
+ 5 hours arr 
Sci 3435 + arr field trips and DeKock 
evening observation Hoff 
OMSions 
86 :240 Special Problems in Chemistry (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head) 
Industrial Organic Chemistry 
1 2 9 :50 MWF McGrew Sci 3755 
Modern Synthetic Reactions 
2 2 11 :00 MWF Macmillan Sci 3755 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
86:193g Current Curricula in Chemistry 
80 2 1-3:10 MW Richter Sci 3436 
+ 1-4:20 TTh 
87 EARTH SCI ENCE 
~WEEK SESSION (June 6- July 28) 
87:010 Astronomy 
1 3 9:50 Daily Hoff Sci 2532 
87 :011 Astronomy laboratory (Concurrent or previous 
enrollment in 87 :010) 
1 1 9-10:40 TTh eve Hoff 
87:021 Elements of Weather 
GNA 
1 3 8:40 Daily DeKock 
Kelsey 
Phy 10 
2 11 :00 Daily Phy 10 
87:109g Fundamentals of Astronomy !Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head! 
1 3 9:50 Daily Hoff Sci 2532 
+ arr evening sessions TTh 
87: 125g Invertebrate Paleontology 187:035 or b•ic Biology 
course) 
1 4 9:50 - Phy 
11 :50 Daily Anderson 
+ arr field trips 
301 
308 
A hands-on opportunity to investigate earth science 
materials and conceptL Coverage of selected areu ' 
of astronomy, geology, and weather. lrwtruction 
will be ind ividualized and will be planned to mNt 
the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior 
high teachers. 
87:1339 Workshop: Astronomy for Teachers !Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) 
IJuly 17-21) 
2 1 .1-4:00 Daily 
+ arr fiald trips and 
evening observation 
sessions 
Kelsey Sci 2249 
A hands-on opportunity to investigate estronomy 
materials and concepts. Instruction will be 
individualized and will be planned to meet 
the needs of elementary, junior liigh, and 
senior high teachers. 
87:1599 Geology of Wyoming !Registration requires written 
28 
r approval of Instructor) (.k.ily 6-27) 
1 3-4 •r err DeNault 
This course involves a 3-week field trip to Wyoming 
to study geology i,t selected field sites. Approximate 
cost in addition to tuition - $220; $50.00 deposit 
to be paid at time of registration, remaining $170.00 
to be paid before July 6. Participants will camp-out; 
check with instructor for details. 
I 
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88 PHYSICS 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6- July 28) 
88:054 General Physics I ( Knowledge of Algebra and 
Trigonometry) 
1 4 7:30 
' 9:40 MWF Vilrnain Phy 201 
+ 7:30 -
9:40 TTh Phy 101 
88:056 General Physics II (88:054) 
1 4 9:50-12 MWF Phy 201 
+ 9:50-12 TTh Phy . 101 
88:120g Elementl!'Y Atomic and Nuclear Physics (88:056) 
(Graduate credit for non-physics majors only) 
1 4 .9:50-12 MW Eng■rdt Sci 1532 
+ 9:50 • 
10:50 F 




88:169g Modem.Physics (80:061; 88:056 or 88:131) 
1 5 9:50-12 MWF Engardt ~ci 1 1532 
94 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6- June 30) 
94:011 Introduction to Political Science 
80 3 , 7:30 
9:40 Daily Vajpeyi Sab 213 
94:026 World Politics 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Wint• ,Sab ~ 
94:292 R-arch and Bibliography 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Ross Sab 201 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
94:010 Survey of American Politics 
90 ·2 9:50 MW Ross Sib . 207 
+ 11 :00 Daily 
94: 159g Adjudication of Social Issues 
90 3 9:50-12 Daffy Metcalfe s• 213 
+ 1 hour arr 
+ 9:50-12 TTh Phy 9 96 HISTORY 
... 
107 
88:286 Readings in History of Twentieth Century Physics 
1 2 arr arr Hanson Phy 205 
92 ECONOMICS 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - June 30) 
92:053 Principles of Macro-Economics 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Anderson Sab 121 
92: 100g I ntroductlon to Econometrics (92:053 Mid 92:054) 
80 3 1-3:00 Daily Strein Sab 129' 
92:113g Money and Banking (92:053 and 92:0541 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Gillette Sab 103 
/ 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28) 
92:024 Economics for General Education 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Anderson Sab 121 
92:054 Principles of Micro-Economics (92:053) 
90 3 7:30 -
9:40 Daily Rothman Sab 121 
92: 139g I nterrnediate Micro-Economic Theory (92:053 and 
92:0541 
90 3 9:50-12 Deily Bumpass Sab 129 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS 
92:233 Workshop in Economic Education (Ju11e 12-23) 
1 3 8-12:00 Daily Bumpass , Sab 107 
8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 - July 28) 
96:1869 Studies in History: World War II and After 
· . · 1 3 9:50 ()aly Whitnah Sab 317 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) 
96:014 United States History to 18n 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily . Wohl . Sab 323 
96:015 United States History since 1877 
80 3 1-3: 10 Daily Sunseri 
96:140g History of the West 
80 3 7:30 • 
9:40 Daily Walker Sab 317 
96: 153g The Renaissance and Reformation 
80 3 1-3:10 Daily · Eiklor Sab 311 
96:160g T-ntieth Century Europe 
80 3 7:30 • 
9:40 Daily Shepardson Sab .3ZI 
96: 189 Readings in History (Registration requires written 
. approval of Depertme"' Head) 
80 1-3 •r arr 
. 96:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written 
approval of Department Head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 · July 28) 
96:014 United States History to 1877 
90 3 1-3:10 Daily R. Talbott Sab 323 
96:015 United States History since 1877 
90 3 7:30 -
9 :40 Dally Quhtc Sib 323 
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96 HISTORY (Continued) 98 SOCIOLOGY 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 28) (Contjnued) 8-WEEK SESSION (June 6 -July 28) 
96:14811 History of Women in the United States 91:060 Social Problems I 90 3 7 :30 · 
9 :40 Delly RIiey S■b 327 1 3 11 :00 Dally Kramer 
Sib 2%7 
96:186g Studi• In History: Tudol'Stu■rt England 
98:0115 R-wch Methods In Social Relations (N:068, 
98:080) (Crou lla19d • 46:0861 
90 3 7 :30 -
9:40 Ody Jorws Sib 317 1 3 1 :00 Dally Kramer Sib 103 
96:189 Readings In History (Registration miul,. written 
approval of Department Head) 
90 1•3 ■ff f ■rr 
96:193g Historians and PhilOIOJlhy of History (Junior stendlng) 
98:18911 R•dlngs In Soclotoey (Rtlistretlon requlr• written 
1pprov1I of Depertment Heed) (I houn In Socloloevl 
(Mey be repeetecl only with approval of D1ptrtm.,t 
Heidi . 
1 1-3 •r err 
90 2 12:00 Dally H. Thompson Seb . 317 . 98 _. 286 + 3:20 TTh lncllvldu■I R•dlngs (Registration requires written 
96:286 lnclivlduel Readings (Registration requires written 
1pprov1I of Department HIiiei) ' 
90 1-3 err err 
96:289 Seminar In United Stites History 
90 3 err err 
97 GEOGRAPHY 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) 
97:010 Human Geography 
80 2 1 :00 Deily Chung Seb 
+ 2:00 TTh 
97:026 World Geography 
BO 3 7:30 • 
9:40 Delly Nijlm Sib 
97:060 Communicating Through Maps 
80 2 ' 2: 10 MWF Sib 
+ 3:20 MTWTh 
97:160 Regional Geography: low■ (97:010 or 97:026 or 
97:031 or approval of Instructor) 
80 2-3 9:50.12 Deily Clark S■b 
97:16111 Field Studies in Geography (Registration requires 
written 1pprov1I of Instructor, A physical/cultural 
study tour of the front range of the Colorado 
Rockie1, Emph•ls Is on the geomorphology end 
the land 1111 of the region. Requires d- attendance 
for the first two weeks end perticipltion In the field 
trip. Contact Instructor for complete details.I 
80 2-3 2:10 -
4 :20 Dally Gunter Sib 
97:189 Rlllclings In Geography (Registration requir• written 
1pprov1I of Department Head) 
80 1-3 arr err 
97:286 , Readings in Geography (Registration requir• written 
1pprov1I of Department Head) 
80 1-3 err arr 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 • July 281 
97:060 Communicating Through Maps 
90 2 9:50 Deily Lu Sib 







approval of Department H•dl · 
1 1-3 err err 
98:297 Practicum (Registration requires written 1pprov1I 
of Depertment Heed) 
1 2 err err 
98:299 R•eerch (Rlgistretlon requl,. written approval 
of Depertment Heed) . · 
1 1-6 •r err · 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) 
98:068 Principles of Soolology 
80 3 1-3:10 Daily Sh1rm1 Sib 107 
98: 123g Social Dwlence end Control (98:060) 
80 3 9 :60-12 Delly Lutz Sib 311 
98: 130g Minority Group Relations (18:0681 (Crou listed 
• 45 :183) 
80 3 9:50-12 Delly GrHne Sib 217 
98:18911 Reecllngs In Socloloey (Registration requires written 
approval of Depertment Heed) (9 hours In Soctotoevl / 
(Mey 1M repeeted only with approval of D1ptrtment 
Heed) 
80 1-3 •r •r 
98:285 lndlvlduel ANdlnta (Registration requires written 
approval of Department H•dl · 
80 1-3 •r err 
98:297 Practicum iRegiltretlon requires written 1pprov1I 
of D1ptrtment Hnd) 
80 2 err err 
98:299 R-•rch (Registration requi,. written 1pprov1I 
of D1ptrtment Heed) 
80 1-4 _, err 
SECOND 4-WE~K SESSION (July 5 • July 28) 
98:106 The Family (98:068) 
90 2 7:30 Delly Noach. 
+ 8 :40 TTh 
98:126g Social G•ontology (98:0681 
90 3 9:60-12 Dally Claus 
98:169 Contempor•y Am•icen Family 1~8:0681 
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98 SOCIOLOGY (Continued) 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 28} (Continued) 
98:189g Readings in Sociology !Registration requires written 
approval of Department Head) 19 hours in Sociology) 
IMay be repeated only with approval of Department 
Head) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
98 :285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written 
approval of Department Head) · 
90 1-3 arr arr 
98:297 Practicum (R99istration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
90 2 an arr 
98 :299 Research (Registration requires written approval 
of Department Head) 
90 · 1-4 arr arr 
99 ANTHROPOLOGY 
8-WEEK SESSION !June 6 • July 281 
99:1899 Readings in Anthropology !Registration requir• 
written approval of Department Head) \ 
1 1-3 arr an 
FIRST 4-WEEK SESSION (June 6 • June 30) 
99:011 Social and Cultural Anthropology 
80 3 7:30 · 
9 :50 Daily Chadney Sab 217 
99: 189g Readings in Anthropology I Registration requir• . 
written approval of Department Head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
SECOND 4-WEEK SESSION (July 5 - July 281 
99:010 Origins of Man and Culture 
90 3 7:30 -
9:40 Daily Schokkenbroek Sab 217 
99 :1899 Readings ir, Anthropology (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
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SEPARATELY-ORGANIZED SESSIONS 
Fees for Pre-Sesions or Post-Sesions are to be paid on a credit hour basis, each session being charged separately. If a student, enrolls for 
the , regular II-week session or one or both of the 4-week sessions and also enrolls for a Pre-Session or Post-Session there is an additional 
ch'iirge for the Pre-Session or Post-Session based on,the credit hours. 
Students enrolled in Workshops or short courses which meet ·during the 8-week or 4-week sessions may enroll for regular 8-week or 
4-week courses providing , there is no conflict between the meeting time of 'the Workshop or short coune and the 8-week or 4-week 
session course(s). 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
IOWA LAKESIDE LABORATORY 
Milford, Iowa 
First Session • June 5 - July 7 
Second Session • July 10 - August 11 
(Courses are listed in a sep_arate schedule available in the Biology Office) 
. TOL!RS 
Regents French Study Program Abroad Regents German Study Program Abroad 
!June 19- August 13) 
For details, contact Henry Chabert, Modern Language Department, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613, 
72:061 Intermediate Conversation (Lower level) 
1 3 arr arr Chabert/Staff 
72: 107g Listening and Comprehension 
1 3 arr arr 
72: 125g French Culture and Civilization 
1 2 arr arr 
72: 160g Advanced Oral Practice 
1 3 arr arr 
(June 19 - August 13) 
For details, contact Jurgen Koppensteiner, Modern Language 
Department, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
St. Radegund Session, June 19-July 9 
74:052 Composition II 
1 · 2 , arr arr 
74:062 Conversation II 
1 2 arr arr 
74:1039 Advanced Conversation 
1 2 arr arr 
Koppensteiner 
Staff 
NOTE: Students should select 72:061 or 72: 160g, depending on 74: 117g German Media 
their conversational ability. 1 2 arr arr 
Summer Institute in France for Teachers of French 
(June 22 • August 17) 
For details, contact Andre Walther, Modern Language Department, 
University of Northern lowe, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
72: 103g Advanced Conversation 
1 3 arr arr Walther/Staff 
72: 1079 Listening and Comprehension 
2 3 arr arr 
72:1259 French Cultu're and Civilization 
2 2-3 ,arr arr 
74:1869 Studies in German: Writing l'mprovernent 
1 2 arr arr · 
Vienna Session, July 11-August 4 
74:052 Composition I I 
2 2 arr arr 
74:062 Conversation II 
2 2 arr arr 
74: 103g Advanced Conversation 
2 2 arr arr _ 
74: 105g Stylistics , 
1 2 . arr arr 
74: 186g Studies in German : Writing Improvement 
2 · 2 arr arr 
Tour, August 5-13 
74:1509 Contemporary Germany and Austria 
1 1 2 arr arr 
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TOURS 
Summer Institute in Austria for Teachers of German 
(June 22 • August 17) 
For details, contact Karl Odwarka, Modern Language Department, 
Univenity of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
I 
74: 102g Advanced Composition and Grammar Review 
1 2-3 arr arr - Odwarka/Staff 
74: 103g Adva11Ced Conversation 
3 2-3 arr arr 
74: 150g Contemporary Germany and Austria 
2 2 arr arr 
74:280 Seminar: Comparative Education 
1 2 arr arr 
Special Session (June 18-251 (Optional) 
74:186g Studies in German : The German-Speaking Area of Europe 
3 2 arr arr 
Summer Institute in Spain for Teachers of Spanish 
(June 22 • August 17) 
For details, contact Adolfo Franco, Modern Language Department, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
78: 101g Advanced Composition 
1 3 arr arr Franco/Staff 
78:1519 Advanced Oral Communication 
1 3 arr arr 
78: 186g Studies in Spanish: Contemporary Spain 
1 3 arr arr 
78: 286 Studies in Spanish: Medieval European Topics in 
Spanish Literature 
1 3 arr arr 
78:286 Studies in Spanish : Renaissance and Baroque 
as seen through Spanish Picaresque Literature 
2 3 arr arr 
. . 
78:286 Studies in Spanish: Romantic Drama 
3 3 arr arr 
78:299 Research 
1 1-3 arr arr 
I 
Summer Institute in Bogota, Colombia, for Teachers 
and Advanced Students of Spanish 
(June 1 • July 28) 
For details, contact George K. Zucker Modern Language 
Department, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
78: 186g Studies in Spanish 
2 1-6 arr arr Zucker 
78:198 lndependentStudy 
1 1-3 arr arr 
78:199g Studies Abroad 
1 1-a arr arr 
NOTE : Specific courses, for'a maximum of 8 semester hours will be 
chosen upon registration at the Universidad Pedagogica N'acional. 
Students should normal.ly preregister for 8 credits of 78 :199g. 
33 
TOURS 
Regents Hispanic Institute 
( June 19 • August 13) 
For details, contact D. C. Hawley, Modem Language Department, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613. 
Students placed in the first level of instruction should register for 
the following courses: 
78 :051 Composition I 
1 2 arr arr 
2!: 
78:052 Composition II 
1 2 arr arr 
78 :061 Conversation I 
1 3 
.!!! 
78:062 Conversation II 
arr arr 
1 3 arr arr 
78 :086 Studies in Spanish: Introduction to Contemporary 
Spanish Culture 
1 3-4 arr arr 
\ 
Students placed in the second level of instruction should register for 
the following courses: 
78:150g Written Communication 
1 2 arr arr 
78: 151g Advanced Oral Communication 
2 3 arr arr 
78 : 186g Studies in Spanish : Contemporary Spanish Culture 
3 3-4 arr arr 
Students placed in the third level of instructi~n should register for 
the following courses: · 
78: 150g Written Communication 
2 2 arr arr 
78 :186g Studies in Spanish : Contemporary Spanish Culture 
4 3-4 · arr arr 
78 :186g Studies in Spanish : Studies in the Literature 
of Castile 
5 3-4 arr arr 
78:198/ Independent Study 
2 1-2 arr arr 
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WORKSHOPS WORKSHOPS 
17:133g Workshop in Forkner Shorthand (June !>-16) 
1 2 1-4:00 Daily Timpany Sri 
+ hours arr 
326 50: 133g Repertory Theatre Workshop (Registration requires 
written approval of Department Head) (June 2-July 28) 
17:133g ·workshop in Forkner Methods (June 12-16) 
1 3-6 arr arr Williams 
2 1 5-8 :00 Daily . Timpany Sri 
+ hours arr 
326 60: 133g Color Photography Workshop (Lab fee $25.00) 
(July 5-15 including Saturdaysl 
17: 133g Workshop in Century 21 Shorthand (July 17-28) 
1 2 8:40 -
4:20 Daily Estabrook· A-2 9 
3 2 1-4:00 Daily Handorf Sri 334 + hours arr 
+ hours arr 
17:133g Workshop in English as a Second Language (June 19-22) 
(Registration requires written approval of Instructor) 
4 2 8-4:00 Daily Hansen Sri 221 
+ Project due July 28, 1978 
20: 133g Workshop: Current Approaches to Classroom Discipline 
(July 5-28) . ' 
1 3 7:30 -
9:40 Daily Przychodzin EdC 325 
20: 133g Workshop: Multicultural Studies: Parity in Education 
(July 5-28) 
2 3 9 :50-12 Daily Brown EdC 325 · 
33:133g Energy Concepts Workshop (June 6-16) 
1 2 8-4:00 Daily ITC 10 
33: 133g Micro Processor Workshop (June 19-30) 
2 2 8-4:00 Daily Norton ITC 7 
33:1339 Numerical-Control Workshop (July 10-21) 
3 2 8-4:00 Daily Pine ITC 7 
37: 133g Workshop: Public Law 94-142: Interpretation and 
Implementation in Physical Educati~ (June 6-16) 
1 2 9-12 :00 Daily Cathey WGm 213 
37:133g Workshop on Curriculum Development for Co-educational 
Physical Education (June 19-30) 
2 · 2 1-4:00 Daily Schwarzenbach EdC 303 
305 
37:1339 Workshop on Trends and Issues in Sex Education 
(June 6-16) 
3 2 1-4:00 Daily Cryer EdC 303 
37: 133g Sports Techniques Workshops 
Swimming (July 10-21) 
4 2 9-12:00 Daily Cooper 
Volleyball (July 17-28) 




37: 133g' Workshop: Conditioning Program Design (July 17-28) 
6 2 1-4:00 Daily Weishaupt WGm 305 
34 
60:233 Color Photography Workshop (Lab.fee $25.00) 
(July 5-15 including Saturdays) 
1 2 . 8:40 -
4:20 Daily .Estabrook A-2 
+ hours arr 
72: 133g Oral Survival Skills (July 5-14) 
1 1 9-11 : 00 Daily Oates Sri 
72: 133g French Grammar and Letter Writing (July 17-28) 
2 1 9-10: 15 Daily Oates Sri 
72: 133g French in the Media (July 17-28) 
3 1 10:30 -





80: 133g Workshop: Teaching the Metric System in the Elementary 
School (June 26-30) 
1 1 2 :10 - . 
5: 10 Daily Baum Wrt 116 
80: 133g Workshop: Strategies for Helping Children Learn the 
Basic Facts (July 10-14) 
2 1 8:40 -
11 :40 Daily Rathmell Wrt 17 
80: 133g Workshop: Diagnosis and Remediation of L•rning 
Difficulties (July 17-211 1 
3 1 1-4:00 Daily Nelson Wrt 109 
87: 133g Workshop: Earth Science for Teachers (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) (June 12-30) 
1 1-3 1-4:00 Daily Kelsey Sci 2246 
+arr field trips and DeKock 
• evening observation Hoff 
sessions 
87: 133g Workshop: Astronomy for Teachers (Registration 
requires written approval of Instructor) (July 17-21) 
2 1 1-4:00 Daily Kelsey Sci 2249 
+ arr field trips and 
evening observation 
sessions 
92:233, Workshop i!I Economic Education (June 12-231 
1 3 8-12:00 Daily Bumpass Sab . 107 
SUMMER 1978 
GENERAL EDUCATION .REQUIREMENTS 
Cnlllt _... in G-,..i Education. and in. the major • ml.- may be uaed to meet reqv1,__ In - « the oth•. but not in both. 
Howwer, If a 11Ven major requires more than 16 houn of approved G--a Education _,_ in ona of tha thr• major ----• and -•int at 1N1t four of the lpeCific .,_ within that c:alftOrY. the G-.1 Education houn In •c- d 16 may be UMd to atllfy bot11 
major and G-! Education requinmants within that cateaory. 
In _,.. of the thlN. -jor categories of Gansal1 EducatlOf\ _ L&, Humanitia, Social Sc--, and Science, at I- eitht hoo!i'S must be 
_.an and no nion than ten houn in aech of ti- ••-·-may be coun1ed on the 1-1 of the forty houn of G_,., E~lon 
,...nmen11,, 111 the Physical Education catagOry, • ininimum of two houn mast be •en and no more than four houn may be appti.t 
to die G-.1 Education requir-ta. In the Eloctn,• in G-1 Education cateeory, at I- lix houn must be t*•n ldna of wlllch 
-• be from the "0th• Culture•" categoryl. and no more than 'fourtaan houn may be applied to the o-ra1 Education requlr--. 









96:123 2 hrs. 
68:021 4 hrs. 
68:022 4 hrs. 
63:010 3 hrs. 
68:021 4 hrs. 
68:022 4 hrs. 
88:185 3 hrs. 
82:031 3 hrs. 
82:040 2 hrs. 
82:053 3hn. 
62:080 3 hrs. 
62:0&1 3 hrs. 
68:021 4 hrs. 
88:022 4 hrs. 
88:168 3 hrs. 
70:110 3 hrs. 
7x:071 3 hrs. 
7x:072 3 hrs. 
52:020 2hn. 
58:011 3 hrs. 
66:021 3hn. 
66:143 3hn. 
86:1'5 3 lvs.. 
68:021 4 hrs. 
68:022 4 hrs. 
84:020 3 hrs. 
84:030 3 hrs. 
50:020 3 hrs. 
50:031 3 hrs. 
The Vi-I World 
Problems in American Clvilihtion 
Humaniti•I 
Humaniti•II 




Introduction to Litllrature 
The Short Novel 
Am•ican Masterpiac• 
World Lit.,.ture I 




Comparative Study of Watsn Lit.,.ture & Civillration 
•1 ntroduction to Lit...cun l 
•introduction to Lit.,.ture II 
(~tud- with a1fficient ability in the nac-v language 
can s,bstitute 100.lavel litareture couna for 7x :071 
and/or 7x :072l 
Explorina Musi!: 
History of Mmic: II 





The Heritage of the Bible 
What Is Aer9on7 
Introduction to T·h•• 
Oral I ntspratatlon 
SCX:IAL SCIENCES-counis from at least 2 of the following specific areas: Required 8-10 houn 
Anthropology 89:011 3 hrs. Social and Cultural Anthropology 
Bu■- 15:010 3 hrs. Introduction to Busl,-
Eoonomics 92:024 3 hrs. Economics for General Education 
92:053 3 hrs. Principl• of Macr~Economics 
Geography 97:010 2 hrs. Human Geography 
97:025 3 hrs. WorldG ... phy 
97:031 3 hrs. Elements of the Natural Environment 
Hlltory 90:069 3 hrs. P.-.pectlv• on Urben L ifa 
96:014 3 hrs. United Stat• Hil10r( to 18n 
96:015 3 hrs. United Stat• History since 1an 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES-Continued 
Palltical Science M :010 2hn. · Sun,ev of Amaican Politics 
M :020 2 hrs,. Contemporwy Political Problems 
94:024 3hn. Politics: Conflict and Coop-■tion 
Psycholoay 40:008 3hn. I ntroductlon to Psychology 
40:060 2hn. Psychology and Contemporary l•u• 
Sociology 98:058 31n Principl• af Sociology 
98:Q&O 3hn. Social Problems 
SCIENCE-QM.Ines from at least 2 of the following specific areas: 
Biology 84:021 3hn. Life: Environmental Relationships 
84:022 3 hrs. Life: Local Plants and Anim•· 
84:023 3hn. Life: Adaptation and Surviul 
84:024 3hrs. Life: Form and Function 
84:025 3 hrs. Life: The Cell 
Chernil1ry 86:030 ~In. Contemporsy Chemical Problems 
86:031 1 hr. Socio- Economic Chemistry 
86:044 4hn. General Chemistry I 
86:046 4hn. General Chemistry 118 
Ellr1h Scieni:e 87:010 3 lrs. Astronomy (with cir without laboratory! 
87:011 1 Ir. Astronomy Laboretory 
87:021 3 hrs. Elements of Weather 
87:031 3 hrs. Physical Geology 
87:036 4 hrs. Earth History 
M~ics 80:020 3hn Mathematics for G-al Education 
80:070 2 hrs. Introduction to Programming 
80:080 2hn. Mathematics of Finance 
80:172 3 hrs. Fundamentals of Statistical Methods 
Physical Anthropology 
■nd A.,:haeology 99:010 3 hrs. Origins of Man and Culture 
Physics 88:008 . 3 hrs. The Physics of Sound and Music 
88:010 3 lrs. Physics and the Environment 
88:064 4hn. Gensel Physics I with Laboratory 
88:056 4 lrs. Gen-■1 Physics 11 with Laboratory 
Physical Sciences 82:020 3 hrs. The Physical Sciences 
Technoloay 33:006 2hn. Production Systems 
33:020 2 hrs. Communication Systems 
33:032 2 hrs. Poww Systems 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION-at least 2 hours of activity courses 
At laat two houn from 38:001 or 39:001 activity courses are required 
of an students. Twwo additional houn from 38:001 or 39:001 rney be elected. 
TOTAL REQUIRED HOURS FROM THE HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCE, SCIENCE, 
AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION AREAS: 
ELECTIVES IN GENERAL EDUCATION- must include at 1-t 3 hours from the 













Writing: Argument and P•••ion 
36 
Required 8-10 hours 
Required 2-4 hours 
Required 26-34 hours 






OTHER CUL TURES 
Comperathle Religion 
American Indian 
American Negro Cultura 
Anthropology · 
Cultu,. of the Ghatto 
Foralgn Area Studies 
SUMMER 1978 
GEN~RAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
I French, G•man. RUllian, .JI Spanish! 
7x:001 5 In. Elen.itary I 
7x:002 5 hn. Elemen•y II 
7x:061 2-3 hrs. lnt•meclau Composition 
7x:061 2-3 hrs. lntermediata C-IFUtion 
7x: 101 3 hrs. Advancal Compollition 
7x: 103 4 hn. Adv-al Conv-.tion .. 
·•Astudent INY -n up 11D WI houn of G_.I Edumtlon credit 
in • foreign language in which he/lfle is neiths ml!loring nor 
minoring at the law! al compe- d9tsmin.t by the 

































Introduction to M- Media 
Fundamentals of Spestt 
Human Communication 
p·r_inclpl• of Dlsamion 
Communicating Through M• 
Hu1Nn Relationships and Sau.Uty 
Pnctlcal Experienw in GINtto Lhrlnt 
Religio!W of the World 
The NOl'1h An.ic:an Indians 
Afro.An.ican Litllratura 
Anthropology al Latin America 
Cultura of the Oh.no 
Foralgn Ar• Studla-Chlna 
Fonign ArN Stuclia-lndlll 
Latin An.lean Civilization 
Latin American Civilization 
TOTAL ELECTIVES IN GENERAL EDUCATION 
TOTAL PROGRAM MINIMUM 
Requirad I to 14 hours 
Requlrad 40 hours 
SUMMER 1978 
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u .. 11118 •action IDr mald111 your trtu aclledlal• 
Trlal !ct....dult 



















Total Hour• __ 
UNIVEll81TY OF NORTHEIIN IOWA 
-




CHANGES IN Tl!E 1978 SUMMER SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
May 24, 1978 
Changes in the 1978 Sull111er Schedule of Classes are listed below. Please correct your 
copy of the Surrrner Schedule of Classes. 
Registration on June 5, 1978, will be conducted in University Hall of the J. W. Maucker 
Union from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. New freshmen and transfers as well as fonner students 
who have not registered will be registering on that day. 

























Experiences in Urban Education (Tutoring and Seminar through UNICUE) (First 
class meeting will be Wednesday, June 7, at 1:30 p.m.) (Minimum of four 
hours/week) 
1 2 arr arr Gates EdC 247 
Experience: Early Childhood (Registration requires Nritten approval of 
Dr. Hampton, EdC 614) 
2 arr arr 
Educational Research 
3 8:40 Daily 




9!) 2 1 :00 Daily 
+ 2: 10 TTh 
Studies in Instrumental Conducting 
80 1 arr arr 
Studies in Advanced Aural Training 






Graduate Studio (Registration requires written approval 
Studies) 
Crafts 
2-8 arr arr Gogel 
l1eta lwork 
2-8 arr arr Gogel 
Studies in Spanish: Translation Techniques 
30 2-3 12-2:00 Daily Vernon 
North American Indians 














BUILDINGS AND ROOMS 
I 
AND HOURS CREDIT 
Dpt:Crs Sec Cr Time Days Instr Bldg Rm 
. 21 :289 1 1-2:30 TTh 
22: 150g 1 EdC 122 
22: 174g 1 EdC 122 
22:182g 1 3:40 
6: 10 TTh 
22:1849 1 8:40 
11:30 Mvl EdC 244 
23:1479 1 EdC 420 
4Zl 
24:205 1 12-2:10 TTh EdC 403 
24:230 1 2:10-4 TTh EdC 423 
33:159 1 1-4 
(Students signing up for four hours credit must get approval of Dr. Luck) 
51:lOlg 80 (Change of section number) 
87:021 1 & 2 Sci 2430 
97:1619 80 (A physical/cultural study tour of the Manvnoth Cave region of 
central Kentucky and the Ozark mountain region of Missouri. 
Emphasis is on geomorphology and land use.) 
CLOSED CLASSES 
Dpt:Crs Sec Dpt:Crs Sec Dpt:Crs Sec 
12:030 l 22:240 1 26:030 1 
13: 152 80 22:252 1 29:227 1 
15:020 l 22:289 1 29:290 
15: 1019 80 22:290 1 31:057 80,90 
20:040 1 23: 113g 1 38:001 8G,8M, 
20:lOOg 1 23 :114g 80 90,93,95 
20:214 1,2 23:1479 1 38: 115g 1 
20:270 1 23: 192g 1 40: 157g 80 
20:290 2 23:240 1 51:255 1 
21 :044 1 23:290 1 80:1319 1 
22: 170g 1 25:050 1 80: 133g 1,2,3 
22: 182g 1 25:1819 1 80: 134g 80 
22: 184g 1 25:294 1,2 87:021 1,2 
22: 192g 1,2,4,5,7,8 . 26:020 1 
-2-
